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Introduction

Welcome to Talking Points 2.

Following the success of the first Talking Points book, I decided to
write another one – and here it is.

Talking Points 2 features 25 lesson plans. Each lesson follows the 
same format.

• Some introductory questions based on the theme of the 
lesson

• A reading passage of around 500 words
• A list of reading comprehension questions
• A table of essential vocabulary
• An exercise that can be done in groups or the whole 

classroom
• A list of discussion questions
• A writing exercise that can be done for homework

All the topics are designed to create much discussion and debate 
in the ESL class. I have intentionally created the lessons to be 
thought-provoking and stimulating.

These lessons are perfect for any General English class or for a 
test-prep class such as IELTS.

Have fun!



Polyamory

Polyamory

Dictionary definition: the practice of engaging in multiple 
sexual relationships with the consent of all the people involved.

Quote from a polyamorist: all three of us live together, me, my 
boyfriend Michael and my other boyfriend Eric. We are all very 
happy together.

What do you know about the idea of polyamory?

What do you think about it?

What do you think of the relationship described in the quote 
above?

Could you live a life like this? Why/why not?



Reading

Polyamory comes from the Greek word poly, meaning many 
and the Latin word amor meaning love. The literal translation is 
many loves — the idea of having and being in love with many 
lovers at the same time.

The culture of polyamory is well-known throughout history. 
There are many references to it but usually, it has been 
associated with men having many wives or lovers. There are 
stories of kings having many wives and sometimes hundreds of 
concubines.

Then there are references to women having many lovers too. 
Nepal and China have certain minorities where the women can 
choose many lovers.

Now today there is a growing re-emergence of polyamory.
In the eighties and nineties, people may have formed 

monogamous relationships due to the panic that AIDS caused 
around the world. But today people have started to find that they
love more than one person and thus are having relationships that
other people might find confusing.

When asked to define polyamory, many polyamorists cannot 
pinpoint exactly what it means. The closest that anyone can get 
to an exact meaning is ‘to spread the love’.

This has caused outrage in certain circles.
Christian groups notably object to the idea of polyamory as it is 

regarded as a sin in the eyes of God. The polyamorists do not see 
themselves as sinful. In fact, they believe they are expressing 
more love than many others by showing their true emotions to 
the world.

So today, we can see many relationships in which two men may
cohabit with one woman. Everyone is happy. The woman spends 
time equally with both men.

In one such relationship, three people spoke about their love 



for each other.
“I was in a relationship with Tim,” said Sophie. “And we were 

very happy together. We had an open relationship and we met 
other people but always had the utmost respect for each other.”

“We were together as just a couple — a dyad,” said Tim. “Then 
Sophie started to express feelings for my best friend Robert. It 
was obvious that she loved him. Then she asked me if we could 
form a triad — three people living together.”

Robert has known Tim since they were in high school together. 
“Tim is pretty much my best friend ever,” he said. “But when I 
met Sophie, I knew she was very special too.”

Since then all three people have lived together.
“It’s just amazing,” said Sophie. “We are all so happy together.”
Robert agrees. “I’m living with the two people that I love the 

most in all the world.”
Tim added: “It was kind of strange at first — and there have 

been some heated discussions — but Sophie seems so happy. I’ve
never seen her so happy before so I guess that’s a good thing.”

Polyamory is growing rapidly. There are thousands of people 
living in polyamorous relationships today. Some people argue 
that it is just another term for ‘sleeping around’ but the 
polyamorists see their lifestyle as simply loving and expressing 
love to each other.



Reading Comprehension

Where does the word Polyamory come from?

In which countries could women choose many lovers?

What was one of the causes of monogamous relationships in 
the eighties and nineties?

According to the article, is there an exact meaning of the word 
Polyamory?

What is the closest meaning?

Name a group that is opposed to polyamory? Why?

In the triad’s relationship, which two people were together 
first?

Describe the relationship between all three people. How do 
they all know each other?

What does Sophie mean by ‘an open relationship’?

Who initiated bringing Tim into their relationship?

What does Sophie think of this relationship?

What does Tim think of it?

How about Robert?

How do some people regard the idea of polyamory?



Essential Vocabulary

Polyamory Greek
Latin associated with

concubines minorities
re-emergence monogamous

panic pinpoint exactly
caused outrage regarded as a

sin/sinful true emotions
cohabit utmost respect

pretty much heated discussions



What did you say?

Look at all the extracts of things people think about polyamory.

Are they for or against polyamory? State why you think so after 
each quote.

Do you agree or disagree with each opinion?

I think as long as they are not hurting anyone 
else it doesn’t matter what they do.

I think they’re weird. How can they live with 
two other people and say they love both of 
them?

Someone will get hurt eventually.

I don’t agree with it but it’s none of my 
business.

Live and let live I always say!

Jealousy will raise its ugly head sooner or later



Who cares what they do? It’s their life!



Discussion

What do you think of the idea of polyamory?

Could you have a polyamorous relationship? Why/why not?

How do you think someone knows they are polyamorous?

Do you think a polyamorous relationship can be equal? How?

What would be the difference in a polyamorous relationship 
between two men/one woman and one man/two women? Is 
there any difference at all?

Is it possible for one person to love two others equally?

What are the benefits of a polyamorous relationship?

Are there any downsides to it?

Is it harmful to society? In what way?

Divorce rates between traditional married couples are very 
high. Is a polyamorous society the conclusion?



Writing

Choose one of the writing topics below:

Write a letter to an imaginary loved one where you explain that
you think you love another person and that you would like all 
three of you to live together.

You have to be very diplomatic in what you write as you do not 
wish to offend the person you are writing to, so choose your 
words carefully!

Write three diary journals about a person that realises they love
two people equally. All three people know each other and the 
person writing the diary wants to propose that they all live 
together.

Write about the person’s thoughts as he or she struggles with 
their emotions during this time.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get a student to read out the dictionary definition checking for 
pronunciation.

Get another student to read out the quote checking for 
pronunciation.

Get other students to read out all the questions, one by one, 
then discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.



For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 
structure.

What did you say?

In this exercise, it would be best to do in class.
Get students to read out each line one by one. Then ask the 

students what they think of each opinion and whether they agree
or not.

Involve all the class and try to elicit responses from as many 
students as possible.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
Explain that this is a purely imagined scenario!
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Do You Believe in Ghosts?

Do you believe in ghosts?

Are ghosts a strong part of your country’s culture?

Are ghosts just an unexplained scientific phenomenon?



Reading

Most people in the world do not believe in ghosts. They may 
think ghosts are real when they are younger but as they get older
they come to believe that there is no such thing as ghosts.

Mike Sparrow is one such man who does not believe in ghosts.
He is a 42-year-old sales manager, married with two children.
“My kids believe in ghosts,” he said. “And I love to play tricks on

them to scare them sometimes. But me, I don’t believe in 
ghosts.”

He pauses and looks away into the distance.
“Well, I didn’t believe in ghosts. Until last Friday afternoon at 

three-thirty.”
What happened on Friday afternoon shook all of Mike’s beliefs. 

Now he is not sure what he believes in anymore.
“I mean, I saw it with my own eyes,” he said. “He looked right 

at me.”
The story starts with Mike on a usual day of work.
“I was in the centre of London, meeting lots of clients and 

helping them with any questions they had. It was just a normal 
day really.”

One client worked in an old bank in the city centre.
“I went to meet him around three o’clock,” said Mike. “He was 

just in the middle of something so I waited by the side of the 
seating area.

A security guard was by the door. He gave me a nod and said 
‘You’re just in time for our ghost’.

I didn’t think I heard him correctly so I just laughed and said 
‘Ghost? What do you mean?’”

Mike took another breath and shook his head.
“The security guard smiled at me and said that every Friday at 

three-thirty a ghost appears. I smiled back at him and thought 
maybe he was a bit crazy. What was he talking about? Ghosts? 



Come one. This is nonsense.”
Then Mike’s client appeared. Mike told him what the guard had

said and his client nodded.
“It’s true,” he said. “He’ll be here any minute.”
Mike said that the bank looked perfectly normal. There were 

customers, bank clerks, people milling around.
Then the air shifted.
“It felt like the temperature dropped by about ten degrees,” 

said Mike.
Everyone else noticed it too.
Then from the back of the bank, a figure appeared. A man 

dressed in an old-fashioned Edwardian-style coat. He had a top 
hat and held a silver cane.

He walked through the centre of the bank and as he passed 
Mike he gave a small bow of his head, lifting his top hat. He 
mouthed something but Mike could not hear.

The man walked towards the doors of the bank and 
disappeared.

Mike ran after him and outside the bank. The street looked like 
a normal street in London. People walking around, a bus on the 
road, a man hawking newspapers.

“I swear to you, he was real,” said Mike. “He looked as real as 
you are right now.”

Mike shook his head.
“I don’t believe in ghosts. But now I am not so sure.”



Reading Comprehension

According to the article when do people usually believe in 
ghosts?

Does Mike Sparrow believe in ghosts?

What about his children?

How do you think Mike plays tricks on his children?

Where was Mike on Friday afternoon? Why was he there?

What kind of building was Mike in?

Who spoke to Mike first?

Did Mike believe what this person said to him?

Were there many people in the bank?

What did Mike see at the back of the bank? How was this 
person dressed?

What did Mike see outside the bank?

By the end of the article, does Mike believe in ghosts or not?



Essential Vocabulary

no such thing one such man
play tricks shook (one’s) beliefs

with my own eyes clients
in the middle of something security guard

nod appears
nonsense look perfectly normal

people milling around shifted
temperature dropped old-fashioned

Edwardian-style top hat
silver cane he mouthed something

hawking newspapers I swear



I surely do believe!

Look at all the sentences. Decide if the speaker believes in 
ghosts or does not believe in them. Or maybe undecided.

A ghost working in a bank? Come off it!

Ha! That’s a likely story

Ghosts? I don’t know. What does science say 
about it?

No, there’s no such thing

Until we can prove otherwise I am keeping an 
open mind

They are as real as you or me

It’s up to other people to say they don’t believe 
in them

I believe in everything I see with my own eyes



Discussion

Do you believe in ghosts? Why/why not?

Are there any ghost stories from your neighbourhood or town? 
Tell the class the story.

If there is a story of a haunted house in your neighbourhood, 
how did this story begin?

If you had the chance, would you talk to a ghost? What would 
you talk about?

Do you know anyone who has seen a ghost? Do you believe 
them? Why do they think they saw a ghost?

If ghosts were found to be real, what scientific reason could 
there be for them?

Do people like to tell ghost stories? Why?

What is the difference between ghosts in your culture? For 
example, some Chinese ghosts can transform into insects or 
objects.

If you met something that looked like a ghost on the street late 
at night, what would you think about it? Could it be real? Or 
something else?

Can animals become ghosts? Or only people? Why/why not?



Writing

Write a ghost story that has a very scary ending. Give to your 
teacher for assessment.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

If you are teaching teenagers then this topic should be very 
engaging. However, in some cultures ghosts can be a sensitive 
subject. Some adults firmly believe in them.

Go through all the introduction questions and get the students 
aware of the topic at hand.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.



Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 
structure.

I surely do believe!

Get the students to read out each statement one by one.
Then as a class decide if the statement means the speaker 

believes or does not believe in ghosts.
Make sure that you involve all the students and elicit responses

from all of them.
As homework or as a classroom exercise, ask the students to 

use each phrase to express things they firmly believe in or not or 
undecided.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Nudist Beaches

Do you have nudist beaches in your country?

Do you think they should be allowed? Why/why not?
 

Would you visit a nudist beach? Why/why not?



Reading

Nicole had never been to a nudist beach before.
“It was my first time and I felt really nervous,” she said.
So if you felt so nervous about it, why go?
“I wanted to step outside of my comfort zone,” she said. “I 

wanted to do something to make me feel like I was more alive 
than before.”

The beach she visited was famous in the south of France. It has 
been a nudist beach for many years and many people go there 
every year to relax.

The one policy of the beach being — no clothes allowed on the 
beach.

“When I first arrived there was no one to check if I had any 
clothes on or not,” said Nicole. “At first, I thought I could just 
walk on the beach in my shorts and t-shirt. But then I saw one or 
two others — and they had no clothes on at all.”

What made the whole experience more terrifying for Nicole 
was that she was alone.

“None of my friends wanted to come with me,” she said. “I felt 
even more awkward because of that.”

The first two people that Nicole saw were a middle-aged 
couple. They had been coming to nudist beaches for most of their
adult lives. They were a member of a nudist club and a Facebook 
group for nudists.

“They were really helpful,” said Nicole. “They didn’t make it 
seem weird or anything like that. After a couple of minutes, I took
my clothes off and walked on to the beach.”

The first few minutes being completely nude was an 
exhilarating experience for Nicole.

“I felt so self-conscious at first but that quickly passed and I felt 
free for the first time in my life. It just felt like the most natural 
feeling in the world.”



The following Monday, Nicole had to go back to work.
“I told my colleagues about going to the nudist beach and many

of them were shocked,” she said. “But one or two of them were a
little intrigued. I could see by the look in their eye they were 
interested.”

Since taking the courage to go to the nudist beach the first 
time, Nicole has since been several times.

“I am now good friends with the middle-aged couple I met the 
first time,” she said. “And I have joined a nudist group online. We 
all go on holiday together. There are special holiday destinations 
for people who want to be nude.”

What did Nicole’s parents think about it?
“My mum was the most shocked. She always said that I was so 

shy when I was younger. I would hardly say boo to a goose as a 
child. So when I told her that I went to a nudist beach her jaw 
dropped.

My dad just laughed. But he did tell me to be careful.”
Would Nicole advise others to visit a nudist beach?
“Yes, absolutely. It will help you be more comfortable in your 

own skin. It will give you confidence and make you feel totally 
free.”



Reading Comprehension

Is this Nicole’s first time to a nudist beach?

Why did she go?

Where is the nudist beach?

What is the rule of the beach?

Does the beach have any security guards?

How many of Nicole’s friends went with her?

Who were the people that Nicole first encountered on the 
beach?

Were these people big fans of the nudist lifestyle? How do you 
know?

How did Nicole feel when she took off her clothes?

What did her colleagues think about going to the nudist beach?

What did Nicole’s parents think about it?

Was her father worried about her going to the nudist beach? 
What do you think he was concerned about?

How does Nicole recommend going to a nudist beach?



Essential Vocabulary

nudist step outside comfort zone
famous relax
policy terrifying

awkward middle-aged
adult lives Facebook group

helpful weird
couple of minutes completely nude

exhilarating experience self-conscious
felt free natural feeling
shocked intrigued

look in their eye courage
online holiday destinations

shy boo to a goose
her jaw dropped advise

comfortable in your own skin confidence



I would never do that!

Look at the expressions and say whether the person would do 
something, not do something or maybe undecided.

Not on your life!

You must be joking.

I might give it a go.

I’d have to think long and hard about that one.

I wouldn’t think twice about it

Not in a million years!

Absolutely not

I would die!



Discussion

Would you like to go to a nudist beach? Why/why not?

Do you think nudist beaches should be allowed?

What about private clubs or organisations for nudists?

Should we be ashamed of our bodies? Why should we cover 
up?

Should we be more modest with our bodies? Do you think it is 
better to have clothes on?

Who is more modest in their dress-sense, men or women? 
Why?

Is your culture more or less modest than western culture?

Have you ever stepped outside of your comfort zone? What did
you do?

Think of three crazy things you would like to do in your life. 
Why have you not done these things? What is stopping you from 
doing them now?

Why are most people reluctant to step outside of their comfort 
zone?

Are children afraid of doing something outside of their comfort 
zone? Why/why not?

Make a list on the board of crazy things to do. They must be 
acceptable and legal — but also they must be a little different.



Writing

Write a fictitious account of the day you did something out of 
your comfort zone.

It could be one of the things you talked about in the last 
exercise.

Write a short story about it and read it out loud in your class.



Group Work

You are an advertising agency. A nudist appreciation website 
has asked you to do their advertising.

You have to come up with:

Work with your group and then present your ideas to the rest 
of the class.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

I would never do that!

You can easily adapt this exercise for a large class or one-on-
one class.

Get the students to read each phrase out one-by-one and then 
determine if it means something the speaker would do, would 
not do or neutral.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.

Group Work

Put all the students in groups.
You may have to explain certain terms and phrases.
Let the students come up with some ideas and observe.
Then get each group to make a presentation of their ideas.



Strange Food

What is the strangest food you have ever tried? Tell the class.

Is there any food in your country that foreign people may 
regard as strange? Why would they think it is strange?



Reading

“I ate some pretty strange food while travelling in Asia.”
Jerry laughs the comment off but he is dead serious about 

some of the culinary delights he tried while backpacking around 
Asia.

“I could not believe some of the things I ate,” he says. “When I 
sent pics back home, some people were clearly quite disgusted 
by it.”

It all started when Jerry graduated from university. He worked 
for his uncle who owns a building firm.

“I was basically the general dogsbody. But I made some money 
and then went off to Thailand. While working at my uncle’s place 
the most exotic lunch I had was a bacon and egg sandwich.”

After he arrived in Thailand, he started to sample the local 
dishes.

“There was green chicken curry, tom yam soup, all the usual 
touristy kind of stuff. Then I tried hon mhai.”

Jerry takes a deep breath.
“Basically, it’s fried silkworms. I first tried them on this small 

food street, a woman was selling them on a stall along with other
insect dishes. You can also see them in bars. The Thais think 
they’re great as a bar snack.”

He didn’t have anything good to say about the dish though.
“They taste disgusting. Really bitter and have this nasty 

squelchy feeling in your mouth. I’m not a fan.”
His next stop was Cambodia.
“I loved Cambodia. Great country and great people. But the 

food…”
It was here that Jerry graduated up the food chain to something

much stranger than silkworms.
“Tarantula. I ate a tarantula.”
He makes a face at the sheer thought of it.



“What really surprised me was the size of it. It was about as big 
as my hand. I took a little bite of it and it didn’t taste too bad.

You have to eat them when the legs are really stiff. Then you 
know that the rest of the spider is cooked too.”

Jerry found that in Cambodia the local women eat fried 
tarantula because it can make them more beautiful.

“I don’t know if it did anything for my looks. I don’t know if I 
would eat one again.”

Jerry also tried other dishes such as snake, crickets, eggs soaked
in urine, frog and turtle.

“I had to try all this food,” says Jerry. “It’s all part of the 
experience of being in the country.”

Jerry also found that many people in Asia regard western food 
to be very strange too.

“In England, we often have the standard set meal of meat and 
two veg, but for many Asian people, they think this is very odd. 
They like a lot of variety in their dishes and they want to have 
different textures in all the food at the dinner table.

A girl I met in Vietnam said I was like a small child because I 
liked to have cereal for breakfast.”

Jerry also found that while American fast-food is extremely 
popular in Asian countries, most of the local people never eat it.

“They think it’s disgusting. It’s mostly young people that eat at 
those places.”

So where next, Jerry?
“I want to go to Brazil. You can eat chicken hearts there.”



Reading Comprehension

Where did Jerry travel to and why?

What was he doing before he travelled there?

What was the first country he went to?

What food did he try first in this country?

What was the first food he tried in this country that was very 
different? What did Jerry think of it?

What was the second place he went to?

What did he eat there? What was surprising about it?

Name some other ‘strange’ food that Jerry tried in his travels. 
Why did he insist on trying this food?

What did he find out about Asian’s peoples’ perception of 
western food?

What did one person tell him about his breakfast?

What did he find out about fast food in Asia?

Where is Jerry going next?



Essential Vocabulary

pretty strange laugh (something) off
dead serious culinary delights
backpacking disgusted
graduated building firm

general dogsbody exotic
sample touristy stuff

deep breath bar snack
disgusting bitter

nasty squelchy not a fan
next stop up the food chain
tarantula sheer thought

stiff standard set
meat and two veg very odd

variety textures
cereal extremely popular



The Café de Très Délicieux!

You are a marketing group and you have been hired to write 
the menu for a brand new restaurant chain in town.

The only problem is that you have to write about some very 
strange food and make it sound delicious. Use your imagination 
and creative ability to come up with a fantastic menu that makes 
many people want to come into the restaurant and try all the 
dishes.

There is an example at the bottom of the page to help you.

Fried spider

Boiled snake eggs

Cockroach curry

Goat’s head soup

Octopus salad

Roasted mouse in durian sauce

Horse leg with coconut garnish

Cow’s eyes in syrup

Baked banana and ants

Bat wings fried in chicken blood

Example; fried spider marinated in a rich butter sauce and 
lightly fried to perfection. Bite through the crispy exterior to 
discover a tender and succulent sauce inside comprised of the 
spider’s blood and intestines. The legs have a crispy texture that 
is satisfying to bite into and taste the fine spider sinew inside. 



Discussion

What is the strangest food you have ever tried? Describe it for 
the class.

What food in the world do you find to be strange? Why do you 
think it is strange?

What food do you think foreign people would find strange in 
your own country? Why?

Do you think that people can eat any kind of plant or animal on 
the planet? State your reasons.

Is there any particular kind of food that you absolutely would 
not eat? For example; milk or pork? State your reasons why.

In Scotland, there is a kind of food called haggis. This is sheep’s 
stomach filled with entrails. Would you eat this? Is there any 
similar food like this in your own country?

There is a fruit in parts of Asia called durian. It has a very 
distinctive smell. Why is this so popular do you think? Why is not 
so popular in western countries?

What do you think of the different eating habits of different 
countries? In western countries, people eat with a knife and fork 
while in other countries people use chopsticks or even just their 
hand. Explain the differences and why you think they happen.

How did breakfast, lunch and dinner become habits? Why not 
just eat when we are hungry?

What are some popular snacks in your country? Describe them 
for the class.



Writing

Write about a food or dish that you really love to eat. But write 
about it as if it is the most disgusting food you have ever eaten in 
your life.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 



their sentences in class.
Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 

structure.

The Café de Très Délicieux!

This should be a fun exercise where the students can let their 
imagination run riot. You may have to go around the room and 
provide assistance.

Put the students into groups and let them read out their menu 
listings in front of the class.

If in a private class then the student will have to do all the work 
alone.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Bad Habits

What is a bad habit?

Do you have any bad habits?

What makes something a bad habit?



Reading

“I have got to stop this terrible habit,” says Dean, shaking his 
head. “It’s pretty disgusting.”

What could Dean’s habit be? Smoking? Gambling? Netflix?
Dean looks up, shamefaced.
“I bite my fingernails,” he says.
Biting your fingernails? That’s not so bad, is it? After all, there 

are far worse habits than that.
“I just think it’s really dirty,” says Dean. “I’ve been doing it since

I was a little kid. God knows how many nails I have chewed off in 
all the years.”

Dean is one of many people in the country who has a bad habit.
He is also one of many people that would like to stop his bad 
habit — but finds it near impossible to give it up.

“I’ve used all kinds of things,” he says. “Special nail varnish that 
makes my nails taste like some terrible chemical. I’ve been to see 
a hypnotist. I’ve read books on it. I’ve even used sheer will power 
but nothing works.” He shakes his head and looks defeated. “I 
don’t know what else to do.”

Dean is not alone in his concern for his bad habit and how to 
quit. Other people have far worse habits and are struggling with 
them every day.

This has turned into a lucrative business for some people. Every
year thousands of books and articles are published promising a 
miracle cure for someone’s bad habits. People are selling ideas 
on the internet or providing coaching services to help people stop
their bad habit.

But some people suggest the best cure is to go cold turkey. This
is where you just stop doing the bad habit and through the 
strength of determination stop doing the thing that causes you 
concern.

“This is what I did,” says Sophie. “I was drinking too much 



coffee. It was terrible. I was probably drinking ten cups a day. It 
was affecting how I sleep and I could not concentrate at work. I 
had to quit.”

Sophie set a date when to finally stop her coffee habit.
“I put a date on my calendar when I should stop drinking coffee 

altogether. And at midnight that was the end of it. The next day I 
would not allow myself any more coffee.”

Some people regard the cold-turkey approach as too harsh.
“I know that other people try to wean themselves off their bad 

habit by reducing a little day-by-day. But I tried that and it didn’t 
work for me. It had to be all or nothing.”

That was nearly a year ago and so far so good.
“The first week was hard,” says Sophie. “I felt exhausted all the 

time and could barely keep my eyes open. But after that, it got 
easier and easier. After a while, I didn’t miss it at all.”

Many professionals argue that Sophie’s method is one of the 
best ways to quit. By trying to scale the bad habit down or 
gradually do less and less of the habit they are just making 
conditions for themselves.

Ultimately they are doomed to failure because they never 
wanted to quit in the first place.

As for poor Dean, he is still struggling with his fingernails every 
day.



Reading Comprehension

What is Dean’s bad habit?

Why does he dislike this habit so much?

How long has he been doing it?

What methods has Dean used to quit his bad habit?

Have any of them worked?

How do people make money from other people’s bad habits?

What method do some people believe to be the best way to 
quit a bad habit?

What was Sophie’s bad habit?

How did she quit?

What problems was Sophie having as a result of her bad habit?

How long has Sophie quit her habit?

How did she feel when she first quit her bad habit?



Essential Vocabulary

habit to shake (one’s) head
pretty disgusting gambling

Netflix shamefaced
bite (one’s) fingernails not so bad

to chew near impossible
Nail varnish hypnotist

sheer will power
defeated concern

quit struggling
lucrative miracle cure
coaching cold turkey

determination concentrate
set a date calendar

harsh wean off
day-by-day all or nothing
exhausted scale down

doomed to failure in the first place



That’s a Terrible Habit!

Look at all the following extracts of people talking about their 
bad habits. Get into groups and give appropriate advice where 
necessary.

I stay up too late and it’s really affecting my life in a bad way. I 
know it’s wrong but when I get home I just want to relax. So after 
I have dinner I start looking at things online and before I know it, 
it’s two am.

I just end up watching these stupid videos on YouTube. I’m not 
even learning anything. It’s just mindless entertainment.

This is so embarrassing but I pick my nose. My wife has told me 
that I have started to do this in public. The thing is, I don’t even 
know I’m doing it. It’s like it’s an automatic thing where I just 
reach up and start digging inside my nose.

I work in sales so I am very worried that I might do this in front 
of a client. I wish I could stop.

I am so overweight and I can’t seem to control what I eat. I eat 
all the wrong kinds of food too. If I go to the supermarket I think 
nothing of buying a big bag of chocolate cookies. Then I’ll eat all 
of them in one evening. I eat a lot of fast food too. I go to 
McDonalds or KFC twice or three times a week easily. It’s ruining 
my life.

I can’t stop looking at my phone. My mum says she will take my
phone off me if I don’t stop staring at it all the time. It’s like some 
kind of nervous reaction. The first thing I do in the morning is to 
check my phone for any messages or updates. I know I could do 
more important things in my life but it just seems easier to stay 
on my phone all day.

My wife wants me to stop smoking. I smoke about a pack a day 



although my wife seems to think I smoke more than that. I don’t 
actually believe that it is that harmful to my health. All those 
news reports about smoking are just fear-mongering. I have no 
intention of stopping. I work hard and I think I deserve a little 
reward now and then. Live and let live — that’s what I always 
say.



Discussion

Do you have any bad habits? Can you tell the class about them?

What bad habits do you think people in your country have? Is 
this changing?

Do you think there is a difference between the bad habits that 
older people and younger people might have? What are they?

Tell the class about bad habits that are harmful to someone’s 
health. What can be done to stop these bad habits?

Tell the class about bad habits that may not be harmful to 
someone’s health but are not good for their life. What can be 
done to stop these bad habits?

Have you succeeded in quitting a bad habit? What was the 
habit and how did you stop?

What are the worst bad habits? Why do you think so?

In the article, Sophie talks about cold turkey. Do you think this 
is the best way to stop bad habits? Can it work for all bad habits? 
Explain your answers.

What are some good habits?

What good habits do you have?

In order to have a successful and healthy life, what good habits 
should someone adopt? What bad habits should they avoid?

Tell the class about some good habits for studying English.



Writing

Write about a bad habit that you have. We all have at least one 
bad habit!

Then write about a system you could use to stop this bad habit.
Your system should have between three and five main points. 

Each point should describe a process to help you stop this bad 
habit and you should also say how each point can help you quit 
your bad habit.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one by one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

That’s a Terrible Habit!

Get the students to read out each extract and check for 
understanding.

Then separate the class into groups and have each group come 
up with suggestions to help the person quit their bad habit.

In smaller classes, you can do as one group. If it’s a one on one 
class, then the student will have to work alone.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Animal Rights

Do animals have any rights?

What rights do they have?

Should animals have less rights than people?



Reading

Throughout history, many people have treated animals 
inhumanely and with absolute cruelty. There have also been 
many people that have campaigned against this cruelty and made
it their life’s work to put an end to this behaviour.

In the eighties and nineties, the United Kingdom had many 
groups to try to put an end to fox hunting and badger baiting. 
They would sabotage the hunts which were often run by royal 
decree. They risked being run over by irate land-rover drivers or 
trampled on by the horses. In other cases beaten with sticks by 
the people intent on attending the fox hunt.

But due to their constant campaign of sabotage, the organisers 
— known then as hunt saboteurs — were able to halt all fox 
hunting in the country. People may look back now and see the 
hunts as a very cruel and unnecessary blood sport. The fox was 
not merely culled as the fox hunters liked to think, but hunted for
most of the day. The fox’s death would often be a slow, lingering 
agony as the dogs ripped its body to shreds.

The hunt saboteurs stopped fox hunting due to their love of 
animals and hatred of animal cruelty. Many regard them as 
heroes of the day.

Bloodsports, in which animals are hunted for sport, are now 
banned in many countries — or very tightly regulated to season. 
But many animal rights activists think there should be a complete
ban to all blood sports.

In Spain, the country still hosts bullfighting events. Much to the 
anger of animal rights campaigners.

The organisers of the sport regard it as having a strong cultural 
value. After all, when we think of bullfighting we tend to think of 
Spain. The events are still very popular to this day, attracting 
thousands of spectators every year. And the matadors have the 
same social status as movie stars.



They say that the bull dies a noble and painless death. But the 
people who campaign against it say this is nonsense. They believe
that the bull suffers greatly and dies in a very painful and 
undignified manner.

It’s not only blood sports where animal rights activists set their 
targets.

They are also against circuses that use animals for 
entertainment. And zoos which keep animals in unbearable 
conditions not suitable for their size.

Then there are the ways in which some animals are eaten. Dogs
and cats are eaten in some countries in Asia and regarded as a 
delicacy. They suffer a terrible death, often skinned alive before 
being thrown into the oil and cooked for someone’s dinner.

And cosmetics and hair-product companies often test their 
chemicals on animals. This is banned or very tightly regulated in 
western countries so these companies do this testing in Asia to 
bypass any legal matters.

There is still a long way to go in terms of the protection of 
animals rights. Some people think that it is worth fighting for and 
give up their lives to campaign against animal cruelty.



Reading Comprehension

In the first paragraph, explain the meaning in your own words.

What blood sports did British groups campaign against in the 
eighties and nineties?

What actions did these groups take?

What risks did they take?

Were they ultimately successful? How?

Explain what usually happened to the fox in a hunt.

Which country hosts bullfighting?

How do the organisers of bullfighting argue for the support of 
the sport?

What are the sportsmen of bullfighting compared to in the 
article?

How do they say the bull dies?

How do the campaigners against bullfighting say it dies?

Name two places that use animals for entertainment.

Which animals are regarded as something delicious in the 
article?

How are these animals killed?

What do make-up companies do to animals?



Essential Vocabulary

inhumanely absolute cruelty
campaigned made it (someone’s) life work
fox hunting badger baiting

sabotage by royal decree
run over trampled on

intent blood sport
culled lingering

to shreds tightly regulated
season activists

complete ban cultural value
spectators matadors

social status noble
painless nonsense

suffers greatly undignified
targets circuses

entertainment unbearable conditions
suitable delicacy

skinned alive cosmetics
bypass legal matters



It Shouldn’t Be Allowed

Look at all the following situations. Work in groups and decide 
if each of these situations is an act of animal cruelty or not. If so, 
what would you do about it?

Make your decisions as a group and then give a talk to the class 
about all of your findings.

A man in your neighbourhood keeps very big dogs in his 
house. He has four of them. They bark all day because 
they are stuck inside. In the evening the man lets them 
out into his garden and they run around and play for a 
couple of hours. Then he makes them all come back into 
his house and they stay inside all night.

A pet shop in the town centre sells mice. One of the 
customers regularly comes into the shop to buy two or 
three mice. He has told the pet shop owner that he feeds 
the mice live to his pet snakes that he keeps in his home. 
The snakes must have live mice to feed on or they don’t 
eat them.

The pet shop owner is aware of this but still sells the 
mice to the snake owner.

A circus is coming to town.
The circus is very modern and obeys all the laws about 

the welfare of animals. But there is a petting area for 
children. In this area of the circus, children can take turns 
riding donkeys and pet a small elephant. They can also 
see other animals and feed them and take pictures.



In the local zoo, they have little shows for the public. 
There is a compound for the seals and the zookeepers 
make them do a show for all the crowd. They feed the 
seals fish and make them dive into the water from a high 
rock. Every time the seals do something funny or dive into
the water all the people cheer and make a noise.

The zookeepers say the seals enjoy it.

A local farmer has many cows as he runs a dairy farm. 
On certain days he opens his farm and allows schools of 
young children to visit. The farmer and all the farm 
workers show the children where they keep the cows and 
how they are milked using special machinery. The whole 
experience is regarded as educational for the children.

The farmworkers show the children how to milk the 
cows and let them have a try on their own.



Discussion

Tell the class about any acts of animal cruelty in your country. 
What is being done about it?

Are people naturally cruel to animals? Has this been happening 
for thousands of years?

Are animals happy to live in zoos? What are the arguments for 
zoos?

Do people have the right to hunt and kill animals?

Should people be allowed to eat animals? Shouldn’t we all be 
vegans?

How do you feel about animal testing for cosmetic companies? 
How about pharmaceutical companies?

Why are so many animals becoming extinct? Is it mankind’s 
responsibility to take care of all animals and protect them?

Do some animals have more rights than others? Compare cats 
and cockroaches.

Do animals have feelings? How do you know?

Is it acceptable for people to keep exotic pets such as snakes or 
monkeys in their home? Why/why not?

What pets is it acceptable for people to keep in their homes? 
Why?

If you saw someone beating a dog in public what would you do?



Writing

You want to write a letter of complaint to your local zoo.
You have found out that they are using the seals in the zoo as 

part of a show and you are strongly against this. In your letter you
need to make a strong opinion why this is wrong and why it 
needs to stop.

Make all of your points logically and in order. But at the same 
time ensure that you are being respectful and polite.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one by one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

It Shouldn’t Be Allowed

Get the students to read out each situation and check for 
understanding.

Then separate the class into groups and have each group come 
up with opinions about each situation.

In smaller classes you can do as one group. If it’s a one on one 
class then the student will have to work alone.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Modern News

What do you think of modern news?

Does modern news tell us the truth?

Is modern news today useful for us to know?



Reading

Years ago, before the internet, people bought newspapers or 
watched the TV for the daily news.

There was also the radio — considered the best source for up 
to date news as they could interrupt any show with breaking 
news as all radio shows were live. But now people rely mainly on 
the internet for all their news.

Every newspaper from the old days had to adapt and go digital 
— or die.

And as a result of the internet, we also had blogs, personal 
websites and a plethora of other news websites joining the ranks 
of the old-school, pre-internet newspapers too. Many of these 
sites have gained in popularity with millions of followers checking
in every day.

While websites such as Huff Post has around fifty million 
visitors a month, many of the older traditional newspapers have 
nowhere near as many followers.

Along with all these new newsgroups, the internet also allowed 
for something else — comments.

Years ago, if you wanted to add your views to the newspaper 
you would have to write a letter to the editor and wait to see if it 
had been published. If you were lucky enough to have your letter 
published the tone would be civil and polite, even if you might be
angry at an issue raised in the newspaper. Plus the letter would 
be composed of three or four paragraphs.

But nowadays people can add comments directly underneath 
the news article the day it is published. There is no longer the 
same etiquette that was used before. People are often rude and 
make personal remarks to the writer of the news article or other 
comment makers.

Also, how the news is written is very different. Everyone has an 
opinion and this seems to be more important than the actual 



news itself. Like everyone’s own personal views take precedence 
over and above the facts of the news story.

This has led to the phrase ‘Fake News’ being thrown around.
From presidents to news editors to the man on the street — 

everyone uses this phrase as a declaration against some news 
item they don’t like or disagree with.

All the news today has taken on a sensationalist, tabloid feel. 
Even the broadsheets which always had a sombre and serious 
tone. Now they all use click-bait titles that try to entice the 
reader to click and follow the story.

Why has this shift taken place?
Many believe that it is because of the big bucks offered by the 

large advertising companies. Every time we click on a news story 
we are immediately subjected to a barrage of advertising.

The news websites claim that this advertising revenue is 
necessary to keep the news website afloat. Others argue that it is
just sheer greed and has nothing to do with anything 
newsworthy.

It seems that serious journalists of today are more like bloggers 
— spouting their personal beliefs and writing opinion pieces 
instead of reporting on the real news of the day.



Reading Comprehension

How did people consume their news before the internet?

What was considered the most immediate medium for news 
years ago?

How was this medium so rapid in telling important news?

After the internet, what were the most noticeable changes in 
news media?

How much traffic does Huff Post get every month?

How did people make comments to the newspaper years ago?

How are comments different today from newsletters years ago?

According to the article, what is a difference in the way the 
journalists write the news today?

What is Fake News?

What is click-bait?

What role does advertising play in modern news media?

According to the article, how does the writer regard modern 
journalists?

What writing style is the article itself?



Essential Vocabulary

the best source up to date
interrupt breaking news

rely adapt
go digital plethora

join the ranks old-school
editor published
tone civil and polite
issue composed

etiquette take precedence
thrown around the man on the street

declaration sensationalist
tabloid broadsheets
sombre click-bait titles
entice shift

big bucks advertising
subjected barrage
revenue afloat

sheer greed newsworthy
bloggers spouting



News of The World

Divide into groups and write a modern-style news article on the
following news items. Try to include a picture if you can — you 
can draw one if you need to.

1. Man steals a car. Turns out to be the mayor’s car.

2. Three young women go to another country for cosmetic 
surgery. On the way back they are not allowed through 
customs as they are all wearing bandages on their faces.

3. Man embezzles one million dollars from company and tries 
to flee the country.

4. A girl finds a bag with $10,000 inside. Hands it in to the 
police.

5. Internet bug that can delete all files on any computer 
spreading like a virus.

6. A strain of pig flu epidemic coming to your country. Warn 
the public.

7. Couple win ten million dollars on the lottery. Husband 
disappears with a young lover.



Discussion

What is the role and purpose of the news media in society 
today? Does it live up to these expectations?

Is the news telling us the truth? Or is it censored?

How do you read the news every day? What news do you read 
every day?

How will the news media change in the future? How will we 
read or view it?

Do you like to participate in the comments section of the news?
Why/why not?

How do your parents read the news? What about your 
grandparents?

Is the news too depressing? Should they balance bad and good 
news? Why/why not?

Does the news media try to spread fear? If so, why do they do 
it?

Has technology made it so that anyone can be a news 
journalist? Is this a good or bad thing?

Would you like to be a journalist? Why/why not?

Does your town have a local newspaper? Who reads it? Is it of 
any value?

Is reading the news a waste of time? Why/why not?



Writing

Take a popular news story that is current right now and write 
your own news story about it.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

News of The World

In a large class, you can divide the students into small groups 
and let them choose one of the news stories to write together.

In a small class, the students will have to work alone or they 
could do two or three of the stories as one group.

For one student, let them choose one story and you can work 
with the student to make the story together. Make sure the 
student does most of the work though.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Sugar Daddies & Sugar Babies

Do sugar daddies exist in your culture?

What do people think of them? What do people think of the 
women that have sugar daddies?



Reading

Lena is sitting in a high-end coffee shop in the centre of the city.
She is wearing a pair of Guess jeans, a top by Alexander McQueen
and shoes by Manolo Blahnik. On the chair beside her is a limited 
edition bag by Louis Vuitton.

All together her outfit reeks of ostentatious spending. And it 
was all paid for by someone else.

“Yes, I have a sugar daddy,” says Lena, a proud smile on her 
face. “How else could I afford this life?”

And this life is something that most 25-year-old women could 
only dream of.

Apart from all the designer gear in her wardrobe, Lena drives a 
brand new Lexus and lives in a swanky apartment. All bills and 
rent are covered by her sugar daddy.

So how did it start?
“I was in my third year of college,” she says. “And I was running 

out of money fast. A friend of mine told me about this website 
called Sugar Daddy For Hire. I looked at it and was horrified. It 
was so blatant. There were girls on the site just being so obvious 
about what they wanted. And what they were prepared to do for 
it.”

Lena dismissed the idea. But then she ran into more trouble 
and found herself almost homeless.

“I did have a part-time job but the money just wasn’t enough,” 
she says. “So I joined Sugar Daddy For Hire.”

She was immediately inundated with offers.
“I could not believe how easy it all was. I checked a few profiles 

and streamlined them down to a select few. I thought all of the 
men would be much older but many of them were in their late 
forties. I found one and he helped me out.”

How exactly did he help Lena out? And more importantly, what 
did she have to do for it?



“It was just like meeting anyone else online. He called me and 
we arranged a time to meet. We had dinner at this really 
expensive restaurant. He was very civil. He didn’t mention 
anything about money at all. We talked about where we were 
from and things we wanted to do in the future.”

The next day Lena received a text message. I can help with your
living arrangements. Along with the text message were some 
pictures of a small apartment not far from her college.

“It was small,” says Lena. “But like a palace compared to where 
I was living before.”

In the space of a few weeks, Lena had a lot of financial pressure
taken away. The rent was paid for, all bills paid and a small 
weekly allowance to help with everything else.

“I refer to it as compensated dating,” says Lena with a small 
laugh. “I have to get on with the guy who is paying the bills. We 
have to click or it’s just not going to work.”

She has been living this life for five years now. What does the 
future hold?

“Well, I can’t do this forever,” she says. “I am learning about 
business. All my sugar daddies so far have been businessmen, 
experts in their field and they all excel at business. So I look at 
this as a kind of apprenticeship. I’ll do it for another two years, 
maybe three, then start my own business.”

Her phone rings and she raises a hand to pause the 
conversation.

It’s her sugar daddy. And she always has to be available.



Comprehension Questions

Where is Lena sitting?

What is she wearing?

Who paid for her clothes?

What car does Lena drive? What kind of house does she live in?

Describe Lena’s situation when she was at college. What did her
friend suggest?

What did Lena think of this idea?

What caused her to think again?

What happened after she joined the website?

Describe her first date from the site.

What happened the next day?

How did her life change?

How does Lena refer to this life?

What are her plans for the future?

Do you think she has a job? What is her job?



Essential Vocabulary

high-end top
limited edition reeks of
ostentatious designer gear

wardrobe brand new
swanky bills

rent horrified
blatant obvious

dismissed homeless
part-time job inundated

profiles streamlined
late forties civil

arrangements palace
compared to in the space of

financial pressure allowance
refer to to click

excel apprenticeship



To Be or Not To Be…

A role-play

You are two friends and one of you is considering to be a sugar 
baby. You have seen a website and you want to join. But first, you
want to talk to your friend and find out what they think about it.

You must use the following phrases in the correct context.

But what will your family think?

I just don’t know how I can get by now that I’ve lost my job…

Think of the consequences!

Every day is such a struggle.

When you are ready show your role play to the class.



Discussion

What do you think of Lena’s life?

For boys/men: Could you be a sugar daddy? How about if the 
roles were reversed — could you be a sugar baby?

For girls/women: Could you be a sugar mama? Why/why not?

Do you think this kind of arrangement is moral or ethical in any 
way? State your reasons.

Do you think the young women in this arrangement are being 
taken advantage of? Are they being used?

Do you think the internet has made sugar daddy/sugar baby 
arrangements easier? In what way?

Does Lena have a job do you think?

What do you think her family and close friends think about it?

What can she do in the future?

Do you think there is a ‘sell-by’ date for sugar babies? What do 
you think of this?

Is it a man’s world?

Are young women seduced by the promise of the high life? Is 
this right or wrong?



Writing

Write a sugar daddy profile that could be placed on the website
Sugar Daddies For Hire.

You have to introduce yourself and tell the readers that you are
a very successful businessman and rich. Explain how you can take
care of the right person — in exchange for certain things.

You need to be very discreet in how you introduce yourself and 
what you are looking for.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

To Be or Not To Be…

In a large class, you can divide the students into pairs.
Follow the instructions on the exercise. You may have to 

explain the phrases to some students.
Monitor carefully then let the students show their role plays to 

the rest of the class.
If one student in your class this may be very difficult. The topic 

is quite risqué so they may feel too shy to do the role play with 
their teacher. 

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Blood is Thicker than Water?

Would you do anything for your family? Why/why not?

Are the ties that hold families together stronger than other 
relationships? Why/why not?

Why do some families have so much conflict?



Reading

They say that families stay together through thick and thin but 
that is not the case with the Carlton family.

The Carltons are a family of five.
“When we were all kids we got on really well,” says Emily 

Carlton. She is the only girl in the family and the youngest. “I get 
on reasonably well with my older brother but me and my younger
brother have had some very bad arguments.”

Mrs Carlton is the mother of the family and she just wants 
everyone to get along with each other. “This has gone on long 
enough,” she said. “I am tired of the petty squabbling and the 
nastiness. I want it to all stop right now.”

It all started at Terry’s wedding.
“Yes, weddings are a great place to start family fights and 

feuds,” said Emily. “But there was no excuse for this at all.”
Terry had planned the wedding for a long time. He had met his 

wife two years before and introduced her to the whole family. 
Everyone got on very well.

Daniel, the oldest brother, had invited everyone to his house 
for dinner on several occasions and it seemed like Terry’s new 
wife was going to be a great addition to the family.

“We were all good friends,” said Daniel. “My wife and Terry’s 
girlfriend became good friends and went out shopping together 
and had lunch. I thought Emily was on good terms with her too. 
But apparently not.”

“Basically, Terry has always had money problems,” said Emily. 
“And we all kind of knew why that was. Gambling.”

Emily said it reached a crisis point about one week before the 
big day.

“Terry called me and asked me to come over to his place,” she 
said. “I went over and it was just me, Terry and his girlfriend. 
They knew that I was saving up to buy a house and that I had 



quite a big lump sum in the bank. I told his girlfriend about it over
coffee one day.”

Then Terry dropped the bombshell.
“He said he was in debt to the tune of ten grand,” said Emily. 

“He said what with the wedding and everything else things had 
just slipped out of control. That’s when he asked me to borrow 
some money.”

Emily was totally dumbstruck.
“I knew that he didn’t want to ask Daniel, because he knew 

what he would say. So he asked me instead.”
Things got more heated when Terry’s girlfriend demanded that 

Emily help her brother.
“I couldn’t believe what she said to me,” said Emily. “She got 

angry almost immediately. Kept on saying to me that I had to 
help Terry. She said; he’s your brother. Family are supposed to 
help each other.”

In the end, Emily stormed out of the house. She told Daniel and 
her parents about what had happened. Emily’s mum wanted to 
just give the money to Terry but her husband refused.

“He’s old enough to stand on his own two feet now,” he said.
The wedding went on as planned. Everyone was civil to each 

other and no one said anything about it. But since then Emily and 
Terry have not spoken.

“It’s caused a big rift between us,” said Emily. “I am just as 
angry with her as him.”



Reading Comprehension

How many brothers and sisters does Emily have?

Who gets on well in the family? Who does not?

What does the mother of the family think about it?

When did the argument start?

Did people like Terry’s girlfriend before?

What was Terry’s problem?

Who all met at Terry’s house?

What was Emily saving for?

What did Terry ask Emily?

Why didn’t he ask Daniel?

Who demanded that Emily help?

What did Emily do in response?

Who did she tell?

Who wanted to give Terry the money?

Who said they would not?

What happened at the wedding?

Which people do not talk to each other?



Essential Vocabulary

thick and thin not the case
get on really well bad argument

to get along gone on long enough
petty squabbling

nastiness feuds
no excuse a great addition

on good terms apparently
gambling crisis point

the big day saving up
a lump sum dropped the bombshell

in debt to the tune of
ten grand slip out of control

borrow dumbstruck
heated demanded

storm out stand on his own two feet
civil a big rift



Blood is Thicker than Water

Look at the following situations and make suggestions to solve 
any problems.

1. Jack is a writer and works at home. His sister often comes 
round with her young daughter and asks Jack to look after 
her for the afternoon while she goes shopping. This means 
Jack cannot work and it disturbs him. He has told his sister 
about this and she now doesn’t visit at all. Jack thinks this is 
childish.

2. Robert is angry with his younger brother, Simon. Simon has 
been made executor of the family will and Robert felt he 
should have the responsibility. But their parents have 
argued that they made Simon the executor as he is closer to 
the family home than Robert. Robert often has to travel for 
work and they think he would be too busy to take on the 
responsibility of a large will.

3. Carla is fed up with her brother Tom. He always takes her for
granted and just assumes she can help him with practically 
anything. Tom says that he helps her too but Carla says that 
Tom is constantly asking her for favours. On top of that he 
never really shows any gratitude. He barely says thank you 
and often just grunts in reply.

4. Nigel is staying at his older sister’s house until he finds a new
place to live. He likes to go to the pub three or four times a 
week and when he comes home he is a little noisy. This 
upsets his brother-in-law who has to get up for work early in
the morning. It causes a lot of arguments and Nigel says he 
is sorry but he continues to do it.

5. Steve borrowed a large sum of money from his brother, 



Mike. He said he would pay it back but so far he has not. 
Each time, Mike brings it up, Steve gets angry and there is an
argument. Mike is considering legal action against his own 
brother.



Role-play

Choose one of the situations and imagine that the two people 
involved have met to discuss the problem. One of you wants to 
bring a satisfactory end to the situation. But the other person 
doesn’t want to take any responsibility and keeps saying that 
families should help each other above anything else.

Prepare your role-play and show the class when you are ready.



Discussion

Have you ever had a serious argument with a family member? 
What was it about? How was it resolved?

Do you think the phrase ‘Blood is thicker than water’ is true? 
Should we always consider our family above anyone else? 
Why/why not?

Ask your teacher what ‘the black sheep in the family’ means. 
Do you have a black sheep in your family? Why does this person 
behave in such a way? What can be done about this person?

Do you think some cultures have stronger family values than 
other cultures? What about your culture? Does family come first 
every time? Do you agree with this idea or not? Why/why not?

If you are single, when you get married who will become your 
main family? You and the person you are married to? Or your 
parents and siblings? What is the difference between these two 
groups of people?

Some people truly love their families. Some people say — I 
would do anything for my family. Would you do anything for your
family? What kind of things would you not do? Where is the 
boundary?

Do you get on better or worse with your family compared to 
when you were younger? What happened? Why did these 
changes occur?

If you could choose your ideal family, how would you like them 
to be?

Do you ever tell your parents or siblings that you love them? 
Why/why not?



Do you envy other people’s families? What is it exactly that you
envy about their family?

Who is more important — family or friends? Why?



Writing

Write an imaginary letter to one of your loved ones in your 
family and tell them everything in your heart. Be honest and say 
everything you feel.

You might not wish to share this with the rest of your class but 
if you do share it with others, why can’t you share it with the 
person in the letter?



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

Blood is Thicker than Water

In a large class you could put all the students in groups and let 
them look at each situation one by one. Then you could look at 
each situation in turn and ask the groups to give their 
impressions and suggestions.

In a smaller class you could just analyse the situations one by 
one.

In a one on one class the student will have to do all the work 
with some prompting from you.

Role-play

In a large class, you can divide the students into pairs.
Follow the instructions on the exercise. You may have to 

explain the phrases to some students.
Monitor carefully then let the students show their role plays to 

the rest of the class.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Tourism Pollution

Is tourism a clean industry?

As tourists do we cause environmental issues?

Are there any areas in your country that have become ruined 
with tourism?



Reading

“This is my last visit to this place,” said Mark. “I won’t be 
coming back again.”

For legal reasons, we cannot say where Mark is for fear of being
sued by the country’s tourism association. But rest assured that 
Mark Jones is not happy with the people behind the tourist 
industry at all.

“The first time I came to this island was twenty years ago,” he 
said. “There were a lot of tourists then but it was still a quiet 
place. And there were much less than today. Now it’s just 
insane.”

Mark stops talking and takes in the view of the scene before 
him. We are in a small coffee shop on a road that goes towards 
the beach. The road is small but it is packed with traffic. Cars and 
taxis honk their horns at each other and vie for space.

“I mean, this is supposed to be a quiet getaway,” says Mark. “A 
place to come and chill out and relax in the sun and tranquillity.” 
Another flurry of car horns disturbs the air. “I can’t hear myself 
think here.”

Mark’s first trip to the island was a very different experience.
“There were none of those shops over there,” he says. “That 

ice-cream parlour was not here or the bar. I think it was just this 
coffee shop. There was nothing else here back then.”

But over the years the island has become more and more of a 
hot destination. Each year the number of tourists rose and as the 
industry grew so did all the shops, restaurants and bars.

All the beachfront is filled full of five-star resorts.
“Years ago they weren’t there,” says Mark. “The whole beach 

was just deserted. Just a few basic little hotels and hostels. It was 
much better.”

And with all the hotels and tourism came something else. 
Pollution.



“Well, it’s inevitable, isn’t it,” says Mark. “Where people are, so 
there is pollution.”

And it is true. The pollution levels are so high that the small 
island doesn’t know how to deal with it. Sewage waste from the 
hotels gets pumped out into the sea. And there is plastic trash 
floating around between the waves. In the tiny streets and roads, 
the air is thick with the toxic fumes from cars, taxis, tour buses 
and motorbikes.

The island’s infrastructure was not designed to cope with so 
many people.

“And the authorities on the island don’t care,” says Mark. “All 
they care about is money. Years ago the whole place was poor. 
So now they are happy to see so many tourists coming here every
year. It means jobs and money for the whole island. But look 
what they have done.”

A group of people march on to the small terrace of the coffee 
shop. They all start shouting loudly about what to eat and drink.

“This place is finished,” says Mark. “But then again, most of the 
nice tourist spots from years ago are all the same. Overcrowded 
and ruined. Noisy and filthy.”



Reading Comprehension

How many times has Mark been to the island?

Where is the island?

How does Mark feel about the tourists on the island?

When was his first time to the island?

How does Mark describe the place back then?

Where is he sitting?

Describe what Mark can see in front of him.

What happened to the tourist industry on the island? Why did 
this happen?

What was the beach like twenty years ago? How about now?

What was the effect of so many tourists on the island? Give 
examples of this.

Why don’t the local authorities do anything about this 
problem?

What do the local people like about tourism?

Describe Mark’s feeling in the article.



Essential Vocabulary

legal reasons for fear of being
sued tourism association

rest assured insane
takes in the view the scene

packed traffic
honk horn vie for
getaway chill out

tranquillity flurry
ice-cream parlour hot destination

rose five-star resort
deserted basic
hostels pollution

sewage waste pumped out
plastic trash floating around

waves tiny
the air is thick toxic fumes
infrastructure to cope
tourists spots overcrowded

ruined filthy



Island Life

Get into groups of six students.
You are a committee for a beautiful island that is becoming very

popular with tourists.
You want to provide jobs and opportunities for local people and

businesses but at the same time, you do not want to see the 
island ruined.

As a group, you have to come up with a list of rules and 
regulations regarding what is allowed and not allowed on the 
island.

• For example, how many hotels will you allow to be built in 
the future and why?

• How many tour bus operators?
• How many taxi companies?
• What rules will there be for shops and restaurants?
• How will you deal with rubbish and sewage? Who will pay 

for the disposal of it?
• And how will you promote such a destination?
• What kind of tourists do you want?

Consider everything carefully. You have to keep many people 
happy — local business people, the residents and the people who
want jobs. But mainly you want to keep the island clean.

When you are ready, present your information to the class as 
one group.



Discussion

Do you think there are many destinations as described in the 
article? Why have they become like this? What can be done to 
correct this situation?

Are there any tourist destinations like this in your country? 
Describe these places to the class.

What about in your hometown or the city where you are 
studying? Is there a tourist industry in this place? What effect 
does it have on the city?

Do you think tourists respect the places they visit? Try to think 
of examples to tell the class.

How can we control the tourist industry? People have the right 
to travel where they want to. Can we stop them or limit the 
number of tourists?

Should companies and businesses involved in the tourism 
industry pay a higher tax? Think of the reasons why they should 
pay more tax. Do you think these companies would agree? State 
all your arguments for this for the class.

Is tourism spoiling the natural environment of some places? 
How is it doing this? What can we do to stop it?

Should tourist destinations not sell anything in a plastic 
container? Why/why not?

People need jobs. Is it only fair to let people work in a tourist 
destination? What kind of work could they find if there were no 
tourist destination in place?

When you travel somewhere and you are a tourist, how do you 



behave? Are you a good tourist or a bad one? State your reasons.

Have you seen any poorly behaved tourists when travelling? 
Provide examples.

Will all the beautiful places in the world get taken over by 
tourism eventually?



Writing

Imagine you are a local person in a part of the world that is a 
very popular destination.

You are very angry that the local authorities have allowed what 
was once a very beautiful and natural environment to be taken 
over by the tourist industry.

The water is now not clean, the roads are filled with traffic and 
exhaust fumes and there is plastic waste in the sea.

There are other issues too.
Write a letter of complaint to the local authorities explaining 

why you are so angry and what you want the authorities to do 
about it.

Demand some serious action to make the place clean again and
to make it quiet once more.

Use stories and examples in your letter.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

Island Life

If you are in a large class, it should be easy to separate the class
into smaller groups of six. If in a smaller class you may be able to 
do the exercise as one group.

In a one-on-one class you might have to do help the student 
process all the rules and regulations.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Superstitions

What superstitions exist in your country?

Do you believe in any superstitions?

Where do superstitions come from?



Reading

Sarah’s life is filled with so much concern and worry. Every day 
she has many things to think of and to check.

Why?
Because Sarah is obsessed with superstitions.
“I don’t regard them as superstitions at all,” she says. “I think 

they are real. If I don’t pay attention to them then I know 
something bad will happen.”

We asked Sarah to give us an example.
“Well, take last week. It was Friday the 13th. I didn’t leave the 

house that day. I stayed at home and just read a book. I didn’t 
even turn on the news or answer the phone.”

Isn’t that a little extreme?
“I just have to be on the safe side,” she said. “Better to be safe 

than sorry.”
Okay, fair enough. Tell us about some other superstitions — 

sorry, precautions, you take.
“I have a rabbit’s foot and every morning I wake up and stroke 

the rabbit’s foot. I mean that’s not so unusual. Everyone has a 
white rabbit’s foot.”

Everyone?
“Maybe not everyone. But if they did, they would find their life 

would be much better. A rabbit’s foot is lucky.”
Not for the rabbit… How about when you go outside?
“Oh I have to be extra careful when I am outside,” she said. 

“There were some workers fixing something in the street the 
other day. They were using a ladder. I saw people just walking 
under the ladder like it was no problem. I could not believe it.”

So you didn’t do that?
“No, of course not! I crossed the road to avoid it. A car had to 

screech to a stop when I went over the road —”
And that is lucky?



“And another thing… Our neighbour has the audacity to have a 
black cat. How can he be so inconsiderate? Every time I see that 
nasty cat I have to shoo it away in case it crosses my path. And I 
don’t like the way it looks at me either.”

This sounds like a full-time job. How did this all begin?
Sarah takes a deep breath.
“I think you can blame my mother for that,” she says. “When I 

was a child she broke a mirror in our house. My grandmother was
there and she was very upset about it. She said: that’s seven 
years bad luck! And scolded my mum. My mum just brushed it off
but from that day things have not been quite right.”

Sarah’s home is decorated tastefully but there are little signs of 
her superstitions. A horseshoe, a picture of a four-leaf clover, a 
large number 3 painted on the kitchen wall.

She also has her own little habits.
“I have a pine cone that my grandmother gave me as a child,” 

she says. “Every evening I hold it in both hands and look out the 
window and say No trouble today, no trouble tomorrow, three 
times.”

Does it work?
“So far so good,” says Sarah.
And how about your husband? Does he also believe in all of 

this?
“Oh, he left,” says Sarah, with a sad expression. “He’s gone back

to his mother’s.”



Reading Comprehension

Why is Sarah’s life so hectic?

How does Sarah regard superstitions?

What are some of the superstitions that Sarah talks about?

What did Sarah do last week as a result of a superstition she 
believes in?

What does Sarah do every morning?

What does she do every evening?

How does Sarah deal with going outside?

Does Sarah like her neighbour? Why/why not?

Who does Sarah blame for her belief in superstitions? Is this 
founded do you think? Who do you think is to blame? Why?

What symbols of good luck does Sarah have in her home?

What personal superstition does she have?

Do all of these things work for Sarah?

Where is her husband?



Essential Vocabulary

concern obsessed
extreme on the safe side

better safe than sorry fair enough
precautions rabbit’s foot

ladder avoid
screech to a stop audacity

inconsiderate nasty
shoo mirror

scolded brush it off
decorated tastefully horseshoe

four-leaf clover pine cone



Make a Superstition

Superstitions are often based on animals, objects or a strange 
occurrence. There are often very good reasons why these animals
or objects have a superstition attached to them, passed down 
through history and folk-lore.

In the exercise, you will create a folk tale based on one of the 
following objects, animals or occurrences and say if it is good luck
or bad luck. You can also add a fix to the superstition. For 
example, a saying or a physical act you must do to get rid of the 
bad luck or bring good luck.

Example: A Horseshoe is good luck. In Ancient Greece, 
horseshoes were made of iron. The Greeks believed iron to have 
magical powers and could ward off evil. Also, horseshoes were in 
the shape of the crescent moon and the Greeks regarded the 
crescent moon to be a time of fertility and good fortune.

Example: when seeing a magpie you should salute it. This is 
because a magpie on its own is considered bad luck. And many 
years ago there was a rank in the British army for magpie. Thus 
giving the magpie a salute is a sign of respect and therefore 
wards off the bad luck.

1. A fox

2. A white feather

3. A penny found on the ground

4. Glasses placed upside down on the table

5. Spilling some tea on a tablecloth



6. A black horse

7. A rainbow

8. You see a friend outside and you both say “hello” at the 
exact same time

9. A man wearing a white cap walks towards you

10. A small white dog

11. You throw half a glass of water in the sink

12. A knock at the door after nine pm

13. You drop a spoon on the floor



Discussion

Are you a superstitious person? Tell the class about the 
superstitions you believe? Why do you believe in them?

Is there a scientific explanation for some superstitions?

In your country which numbers have good luck or bad luck? 
Why is this so?

Which animals in your country bring good or bad luck? Why?

Do people take superstitions very seriously in your country? 
Why/why not?

Are there certain dates that are considered bad luck in your 
culture? Why?

Have you ever been to see a fortune-teller? What did they say?

Do you have any personal superstitions? What are they?

Do you have any special prayers or sayings before flying on a 
plane? Why do you say these things?

In the article, do you think Sarah is superstitious? Or does she 
have another kind of problem? What do you think it could be?

If you were Sarah’s good friend what could you say to her?

Why did Sarah’s husband leave her? How do you think Sarah 
reacted?



Writing

You are Sarah’s best friend. You are going to write a letter 
begging her to change the way she lives her life so that she can 
live a normal life and be happy.

You must be very careful and diplomatic in the way you write 
your letter as you do not wish to offend Sarah. But at the same 
time, you need her to know the truth about all the superstitions 
she believes in.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

Make a Superstition

In this exercise, the students can work alone or in small groups, 
depending on their level.

You may have to help them with some terms. Read out the 
examples and make sure the students understand the task ahead.

Then they have to create a folk tale about a their object and the
superstition that surrounds it. The same with the reaction to 
encourage good luck or get rid of bad luck.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Backpacking

Do people in your country go backpacking?

Would you like to try backpacking?

What are the dangers of backpacking?



Reading

Beth likes to go backpacking alone. As a woman, this can 
present certain problems but it doesn’t stop her from travelling 
alone with just a rucksack and a desire to see the world.

She has travelled to many places.
“Oh my god, so many places,” she says. “Let’s see, I’ve been all 

across America. Then into Mexico. After that, I ran out of money 
and had to come home. But I saved some money and went to 
Europe, down into Morocco, through Algeria. Then Egypt and 
back to Europe. I worked for a while and went to Asia. Thailand, 
Cambodia, Vietnam. Yeah, a lot of places.”

Beth looks happy. She is always smiling so her life must be very 
good.

“I only really feel happy when I am packing my rucksack and 
then getting on a plane,” she said. “If I stay in any one place for 
too long, I feel restless and I start to get itchy feet.”

But as a woman travelling alone there must be dangers?
Beth’s face darkens.
“Yes, there are,” she says. “And I have been on the receiving 

end of some pretty crazy situations.”
She takes a breath and tells her story.
“One time I was in this small town and all alone. I arrived late at

night and when I got off the bus I could see that the town must 
be all asleep. All the lights were off and the whole town looked 
dead.

I had no idea where to go but I needed to find a room for the 
night. This car stopped by the side of the road and the driver 
looked out the window. It was a man on his own so I was 
immediately on guard.

He asked me if I needed help and I said that I was all right.
But he didn’t leave, he just stayed where he was and kept on 

staring at me. I was all alone on the street, no one else around 



and I started to feel a little uneasy.”
Unfortunately for Beth all the hotels and guest houses she tried

calling were closed for the night.
“I used a call-box nearby and called all the hotels in my guide 

book. But no answers.
Then the man got out of his car. I was very worried. He 

approached me and said that all the hotels were closed as it was 
the custom in the town for people to go to bed early.

I didn’t know what to do. Then he got closer and grabbed my 
wrist. Come and stay at my home. You can stay with me. You will 
be safe.”

This would be a frightening experience for anyone and Beth 
was no exception.

“I stayed calm but I was terrified inside. The man kept on 
pulling my hand and I resisted but he was very strong.

But of all the luck! A police car drove by slowly and saw me. 
They stopped and asked what I was doing. The man became very 
nervous and the police told him to leave.

I told them I didn’t have anywhere to stay. So they told me I 
could sleep in one of the police cells for the night. I have never 
stayed in a police cell room before. It was quite comfortable!

The next day, the policemen gave me some coffee.
But I was too nervous to stay in the town any longer so I got the

next bus out to the next town instead.”



Reading Comprehension

What two things does Beth go backpacking with? Which of 
these is a real object?

Which places has Beth travelled to?

When is Beth truly happy?

How does she feel if she can’t travel?

Describe the place at the beginning of Beth’s story.

Who stopped to help her in the story? Did Beth trust this 
person? Why/why not?

What did Beth do next?

What did the man say to Beth? What offer did he make to her?

Was Beth scared?

What happened next that helped Beth?

What offer did the policeman make to Beth?

What did she think of where she stayed for the night?

What did Beth do the following morning?



Essential Vocabulary

backpacking rucksack
desire to run out of something

packing restless
itchy feet face darkens

on the receiving end pretty crazy situations
to look dead no idea

on guard staring
uneasy guest house
call-box guide book

approached custom
no exception calm

terrified resisted
of all the luck nervous
police cell



I’ve Been There!

Beth names several countries that she has travelled to.
Take a look at all the places she has been to.

• America

• Mexico

• Europe

• Morocco

• Algeria

• Egypt

• Thailand

• Cambodia

• Vietnam

What do you know of these countries?

Would you like to travel to any of these places? Why/why not?

Everything but the kitchen sink

You are planning a backpacking trip to one of the countries 
above. You need to pack the right things and also make a list of 
possible precautions before you go.

Work in pairs or small groups to prepare what to pack and 
make a list to help you avoid any trouble or difficult situations.

When you are ready, share with the class.



Discussion

Do you think Beth is brave? Or maybe a little foolish?

Would you like to travel the way Beth does?

What would your parents think if you travelled alone to other 
countries?

Do you have itchy feet sometimes? Would you like to just pack 
a bag and go somewhere, anywhere?

What kind of people go backpacking? Can anyone do it?

Some people get bitten by the ‘travel bug’ — what is this? Is it 
curable?

What are the advantages of going backpacking? What are the 
disadvantages?

Is backpacking popular in your country? Why/why not?

If you went backpacking for one year, what changes could 
happen to you?

What is a ‘gap year’? Why do young people go backpacking 
during this time?

Which countries are perfect for backpacking? Why?

Which countries are too dangerous for backpacking? Why?



Writing

Write a postcard from some faraway and exotic place that you 
have travelled to while backpacking. Describe the hostel you are 
staying in and tell a little story of something you did while you 
were there.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

I’ve Been There!

You should bring in some pictures to show the students. Ideally 
you could just grab some pictures on Google and show them in 
class.

This would make for great discussion in the class about where 
to travel to when backpacking.

If you are teaching in one of the countries mentioned then you 
can ask the students why people like to go to this place and 
travel.

Everything but the kitchen sink

Put the students in pairs or small groups and get them to make 
a packing list of what to take before backpacking.

And also to make a list of precautions and dangers. E.g., don’t 
take too much cash, in case you are robbed. Instead take a credit 
card.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Interracial Marriage

Does your country have interracial marriages?

What do you think of interracial marriage?

Should people only marry people from their own country and 
culture? Why/why not?



Reading

“When we first got together, everything was just fine.” Michael 
shakes his head. “Now all we seem to do is argue about things 
that seem irrelevant and silly.”

Michael is from England. He is married to Cici who is from 
China. He met her while teaching English. They went on a few 
dates, fell in love and got married.

“I had never known a girl like her,” says Michael. “She seemed 
so different from other girls I had known before. She was very 
traditional. She still is. But now —”

He trails off and looks away in the distance. Beside him, Cici has
been very quiet. Until now.

“He is a good person,” she says. “But sometimes he is very 
irresponsible. He is a man, physically. But mentally he is just like a
little boy.”

The arguments started when Cici said that Michael could no 
longer meet his friends in the bar. Every Friday it became a kind 
of routine. Michael and all his pals would meet in the bar and 
catch up with each other’s news and stories.

“I need to see them and talk to them,” says Michael. “They are 
also foreigners living in China. So we need to chat and let off 
steam. And I need to have friends. What is wrong with that?”

Cici rolls her eyes.
“I need him to stay at home. We should be saving money. If 

not, how can we buy a house? And we need to think about 
having a baby.”

All of this is too much of a rush for Michael. “I know we would 
start a family. But it seems like this is too soon. I feel like we are 
both still too young to have a baby. We could enjoy our lives 
before then.” Michael looks at Cici. “What is wrong with that?”

“But I can’t wait that long,” she says. “In China, we should show
respect to our parents by giving them a grandchild. We have 



been married for nearly one year and all my mother talks to me 
about is having a baby. When are you going to have a baby? That 
is all she asks me every day.”

Michael chips in again. “Please don’t talk to me about the 
mother,” he says. “She thinks she can come to our home any 
time she likes. She even has her own key. I would never let my 
own mother do that. But here…”

“But she is my mother,” says Cici. “She is part of the family. Part
of our family. We should let her come and see us whenever she 
wants. Do we treat her like a visitor every time she knocks at the 
door?”

Michael runs a hand through his hair and shakes his head again.
“I don’t know what to do,” he says. “I feel like I am married to 

both of them. Not just Cici. It’s driving me mad.”
Cici buries her face in her hands then looks up.
“But this is how we do things here,” she says. “If you don’t like 

it —”
Michael looks at her. “Then what?”



Reading Comprehension

How were things between Michael and Cici at the beginning of 
their relationship?

How about now?

Where is Michael from? Where is Cici from?

How did they meet?

What qualities did Michael like about Cici at the beginning?

Does Cici think Michael is a real man? Why not?

What problems does Cici have with Michael?

What problems does Michael have with Cici?

What plans does Cici have for their future? How does Michael 
feel about it?

What part does Cici’s mother play in their relationship?

How long have Michael and Cici been married?

Does Michael like his mother-in-law?

Do they settle their disagreement at the end?



Essential Vocabulary

irrelevant silly
dates to fall in love

traditional he trails off
distance irresponsible
physically mentally
arguments routine

pals catch up
let off steam rolls her eyes

rush respect
grandchild to chip in
to knock runs his hand through his hair

driving me mad buries her face in her hands



Happy Ever After

You are a marriage guidance counsellor that deals with couples 
in an interracial marriage.

A couple have approached you for advice. One of the couple is 
from your own country, the other from another country (you can 
choose which country).

You need to give them advice to ensure their relationship is 
very strong and happy.

Work in pairs or small groups.



Discussion

What is an interracial marriage?

Would you like to marry someone from a different country and 
culture?

How would your family feel about it?

What do you think the difficulties could be in an interracial 
marriage?

What would be the advantages of interracial marriage?

How are interracial marriages regarded in your 
country/culture?

How will the world change in the future if interracial marriages 
continue?

Is it just easier to marry someone from our own race/culture? 
Why/why not?

Do you think the children of an interracial marriage would be 
happy or unhappy? Do you think they could be bullied at school? 
Explain your thoughts clearly.

Do people in an interracial marriage have communication 
problems? Like what?

Do you think certain countries or cultures cannot exist in an 
interracial marriage? Are there people from some countries that 
would be incompatible in a marriage with someone from your 
country? Why?

Would you marry someone from another planet?



Writing

Write a short essay on your feelings of interracial marriage. Try 
to make two clear points in your essay to describe how you feel 
about it.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

Happy Ever After

Put the students in pairs or small groups. You may have to 
explain what a marriage guidance counsellor does.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Fat Acceptance

How are overweight people regarded in your country/culture?

Do you think being overweight is no problem in today’s society?

Should there be clearer education about being overweight?



Reading

Marie is overweight. Some people are not so kind and they just 
say she is fat.

And when people say fat, they mean really fat.
She currently weighs 280 pounds. In kilograms, that is 127. That

is a lot of weight. To get a little perspective, the average horse 
weighs around 1000 pounds. So Marie is just over a quarter of a 
horse.

But she does not regard her weight as unhealthy. She thinks 
she is in very good health.

“All those ideas about how much we should weigh are out of 
date,” she says. “Women today weigh a lot more than that and 
those numbers all need to be revised.”

And to prove to the world that there is nothing wrong with her 
size, Marie has embarked on a career as a model. An agency has 
snapped her up and she is inundated with work offers every 
month.

“That just goes to prove that the media and the public agree 
with me,” she says.

But many people disagree. One of those people is fitness guru, 
Mark Davis, who had this to say.

“There is no way that Marie is healthy at that weight. At 280 
pounds she would be suffering from some serious detriments to 
her health and general quality of life. I can’t believe that these 
fashion magazines are encouraging her.”

Another person that sees Marie’s weight as a major health 
issue is Dr Amanda Nutt.

“I can tell you without even looking at her, that she is having 
serious health problems. She could be diabetic and she would be 
having heart issues too. There could be a whole catalogue of 
other risks because of her very unhealthy diet and lifestyle.”

But Marie is adamant.



“I get sick and tired hearing from these people,” she said. “Why 
can’t they just let other people live and let live? I am not hurting 
anyone and they all need to get a life.”

But Dr Nutt refuses to acknowledge what Marie says.
“The point is, she is hurting other people. In the future, she will 

be a major drain on health services in the country. She will need 
hospital treatment and doctors and nurses will be expected to 
run around after her. This is not fair to people in real need of 
care. People that have led healthy lives and eaten a healthy diet.”

But Marie just laughs all of this off.
“I’m sure that she is really just worried that no one is paying her

any attention,” says Marie. “I have no intention of losing weight 
or changing my lifestyle. I have a great career as a plus-size model
and I am earning a lot of money now. Why would I change 
anything?”

Marie shows a new magazine spread of her wearing designer 
gear while lying on a huge bed. In the pictures, she is spooning 
great mounds of chocolate cake into her mouth.

“I was doing what I love to do on that fashion shoot — eating!”
She beams a big smile and shifts her weight to make herself 

more comfortable.



Reading Comprehension

How much does Marie weigh?

What percentage of a horse is Marie’s weight?

Does Marie think she is healthy?

What does Marie do for a living? Is she successful in this line of 
work?

What does Mark do for a living?

What does he think of Marie’s lifestyle?

What is Amanda’s job?

What does she say about Marie’s lifestyle?

What two health risks does Amanda mention that Marie could 
have?

What economic issue does Amanda talk about concerning 
Marie’s health?

How does Marie refer to her job? What name does she give it?

What is she doing in the latest fashion job that she completed 
for a magazine?



Essential Vocabulary

overweight pounds
kilograms perspective
average regard

out of date revised
embarked model

agency snapped her up
inundated with offers media

fitness guru detriments
quality of life encouraging

diabetic catalogue
lifestyle adamant

sick and tired live and let live
get a life acknowledge

drain laughs all of this off
no intention plus-size model

magazine spread designer gear
spooning mounds



Obesity Crisis!

This is a debate exercise. The class should divide into two 
groups. Each group should select a captain of their group. One 
student should be the chairperson for the debate — it is the 
chairperson’s job to keep order in the debate if things get 
heated!

Go through all the points and decide if these are good or bad 
methods to combat obesity in your country.

• Higher tax on all added-sugar food

• Cash incentives for overweight people who go on a diet — 
provided by the taxpayer!

• Overweight people forced to attend fitness and diet classes

• No advertising on TV or social media for unhealthy food and 
drinks

• Free gym membership for all overweight people — paid for 
by the taxpayer!

• Schools provide clear education on healthy eating and the 
importance of fitness

• A complete ban on all fast food

• More exercise facilities provided in towns and cities — 
running tracks, outdoor exercise areas, basketball courts and
football playing fields

• Shopping malls must provide healthy eating restaurants in 
all food courts and eating areas



Discussion

What do you think of Marie’s life? Is she healthy? Do you think 
she is happy?

Do you think Marie is overweight?

How is being overweight viewed in your country/culture?

Is obesity a problem in your country?

Which country do people from your country always regard as 
being overweight? Why?

What does it mean to be obese? How about overweight? What 
is regarded as a healthy weight in your country?

What is fat-shaming? Do you think this is acceptable? Is fat 
shaming just bullying?

What about fat acceptance? Is this acceptable? Should there be
more accurate information on health issues regarding weight?

Should be the media be more or less responsible when it comes
to fat-shaming and fat acceptance?

If Marie was your friend, what would you say to her?

Does the food industry have a responsibility in the kind of food 
we eat? Think about all the food that is available with added 
sugar. Or the fast-food industry.

Plus-sized models are very popular in western countries these 
days. Is this a healthy portrayal of people? In the eighties, the 
models were stick-thin. Now they are extremely overweight. 
Should the media and fashion industry have more responsibility 
regarding people’s health?



What information does the media in your country have towards
a healthy weight? Is this accurate?



Writing

You are Dr Amanda Nutt in the article.
You have been asked to write a letter to Marie and advise her 

about her eating and lifestyle.
Your letter needs to be sympathetic and show sensitivity, but at

the same time, you need to explain to Marie that her eating is 
unhealthy.

Be very careful how you write your letter. You need Marie to 
follow your advice without scaring her.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

Obesity Crisis!

As the teacher, you will have to monitor this exercise.
Let the students select their teams but make sure they are even

in size.
Let the students select a chairperson — this person must take 

control.
You can observe from the side, but make sure the students stay

on topic.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



What are you afraid of?

What are you afraid of?

Is fear real?

How can people deal with fear?



Reading

Some people are afraid. They don’t always understand why 
they have these fears but whatever they try to do these phobias 
still exist.

Becky is one such person.
“I’m afraid of the dark,” she says. “I know it sounds silly but I’ve 

always been afraid of the dark. Ever since I was a little kid. Even 
now I sleep with a little light on.”

Becky is thirty-two. Her fear of the dark doesn’t cause major 
problems in her life, but keeping a small light on in the bedroom 
is not very comfortable for her husband.

“He prefers to sleep with no light on at all,” she says. “But I 
can’t do it. I need the security of the light.”

Becky is not sure why she has a fear of the dark but she 
suspects it started when she was a child.

“My older brother would always play tricks on me when I was a 
little girl. He would pretend to be a ghost and do stupid things to 
try and scare me.”

Another person with a very common fear is Nigel.
“I have arachnophobia,” he says. “A fear of spiders.” He shrugs 

his shoulders. “I’ve been afraid of spiders all my life.”
This causes some embarrassment in Nigel’s house as he and his 

girlfriend live in the countryside.
“In the summer, we get a lot of spiders coming into the house,” 

he says. “But if I see one, I go into a panic. I can barely move. My 
girlfriend has to pick it up and move it outside.”

Nigel knows why he is afraid of spiders.
“My mum is afraid of spiders,” he says. “Whenever she saw a 

spider she would scream her head off. I watched this as a young 
boy and it stayed with me for life.”

Nigel has tried some methods to get rid of his fear of spiders.
“I’ve been to see a hypnotherapist,” he says. “That didn’t work. 



I had counselling. That failed too. I even tried picking up spiders 
to test myself but I just could not overcome my fear of them.”

One person that does understand where fears come from is Dr 
Jane Masters.

“The thing that both Becky and Nigel understand about their 
fears is where they came from,” says Dr Masters. “Fears usually 
start in our childhood and there is often little we can do to 
change that.”

So it looks like fears are with us for life.
“You can overcome it,” says Dr Masters. “You just have to 

understand that the fear is often irrational and not based on 
anything real. If you can come to terms with that then you can 
beat the fear easily.”

By using psychology, people can get over their fears. Sounds 
easy.

“Well, not always,” says Dr Masters. “I have a fear of needles. 
And I have never been able to get over it.”

A doctor with a fear of needles.
“I know,” she says. “Every time I see a needle, a shiver goes 

down my spine.”



Reading Comprehension

What is Becky afraid of?

What is Nigel afraid of?

What is Jane afraid of?

What does Becky do to combat her fear? What does her 
husband think of this?

How does Nigel deal with his fear?

How does Becky think she got her fear?

How does Nigel think he got his?

Does Becky have her fear all year round? What about Nigel?

What methods did Nigel try to beat his fear? Were these 
successful?

According to the doctor, where do our fears usually come 
from?

Does the doctor think our fears are irrational or irrational?



Essential Vocabulary

phobias silly
a little kid security
suspects play tricks
pretend scare

arachnophobia shrugs his shoulders
causes embarrassment

countryside panic
scream her head off methods

hypnotherapist counselling
overcome childhood
irrational psychology
needles a shiver goes down my spine



I Got the Fear!!

Role-play

First person — a doctor
Second person — a patient with a very strange fear

In this role-play, a patient comes to see a doctor. The patient 
has a very strange and irrational fear. It is the task of the doctor 
to try to convince the patient that their fear is all in their mind. 
That it is not real at all.

The class should get into pairs and choose one of the following 
fears below.

All of the following fears are real.

Anatidaephobia — the fear that a duck is always watching them
no matter where they are or what they are doing.

Hippopotomonstrosesquipedaliophobia — the fear of long 
words! Any time the person sees, hears or tries to write a long 
word they go into a complete panic.

Neophobia — the fear of new things. So for this person, they 
would have a great fear of any new technology.

Philophobia — the fear of falling in love. The person with this 
fear avoids other people in case they fall in love and lose control 
of their own life.

Ergophobia — this is the fear of the workplace. In particular, 
the fear of the office, the boss and colleagues.

Nomophobia — this is the fear of having no phone connection. 
They are afraid of not having any internet connection and being 



unable to get online on their smartphones.

Ablutophobia — people who have this fear are afraid of 
washing and bathing. They are not afraid of water but deeply 
afraid of the physical act of washing their body in a shower or a 
bath.

Chaetophobia — people who suffer from this fear are afraid of 
hair growing on their body.

Oikophobia — this is the fear of being inside a house and using 
items in a house like a sofa or a washing machine.

Panphobia — this is the fear of everything!



Discussion

What are you afraid of? Can you tell the class?

Do you think all fears are irrational? What fears are rational?

Are you less afraid of things now than as a child? Why/why not?

Who is more likely to have fears? Boy or girls? Men or women? 
Why?

What kind of fears can interfere with the quality of a person’s 
life?

What are the physical side effects if someone is afraid?

Can someone overcome their fears? How?

Are you afraid of speaking English? Why/why not?

If you are afraid of speaking English, how can you overcome this
fear?

What is your biggest fear for all the world?

What is your biggest fear for the future of the human race?

“There is nothing to fear, but fear itself” — Do you agree or 
disagree with this quote?



Writing

Write a letter to yourself about your secret fears. As you write, 
try to examine why you are afraid of these things. Keep asking 
yourself questions to come to the real reason why you have these
fears.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

I Got the Fear!!

This is a role play activity. Split the students into pairs. Let them
choose one of the fears and give them some time to prepare 
their role play.

Then each pair should show their role play to the class.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Smoking Cigarettes

Do you smoke? Do you know anyone else who smokes?

How is smoking regarded in your county?

Should smoking be banned? Why/why not?



Reading

Harry has been smoking cigarettes since he was 15 years old. 
He is now 40 and desperately wants to give up but can’t.

“I have tried to quit smoking on my own,” he says. “But I just 
don’t have the willpower. I can manage at most just a week or 
two, then I find that I start again. I don’t know what to do.”

The reason Harry wants to stop is not so much that smoking is 
bad for his health, but because of the social stigma attached to 
smoking. When he started smoking, it was regarded as cool. Now,
fewer and fewer people are smoking and as such, it is now seen 
as something anti-social and dirty.

“Another thing happened,” said Harry. “I was at work and I had 
to go outside to smoke a cigarette. Years ago people were 
smoking inside buildings and offices. Now there is no smoking 
allowed. I can understand that. But there were complaints from 
other members of staff. They were saying that I was taking a 
break once an hour. Someone even timed me! They said I took 11
minutes to smoke one cigarette!”

Since then Harry has been told to cut down on his cigarette 
breaks. The HR department at work told him he was taking on 
average an hour and a half in cigarette breaks every day. The HR 
manager advised him that unless he cut down on his cigarette 
breaks his salary would be docked every month.

“That might amount to seven and a half hours every week,” 
Harry said. “I was shocked when they told me. In the old days of 
smoking, everyone took cigarette breaks, because everyone 
smoked. Now I feel like I am the only one smoking.”

So not only does Harry feel like a social pariah, there is an 
economic cost too.

“A pack of cigarettes costs the Earth these days,” he says. “Plus 
if I start getting my salary cut every month that means I am only 
being paid four days for every week. It never occurred to me how



expensive smoking is to me. I have to stop or I will end up in big 
trouble.”

Poor Harry is not alone. There are many people in his 
generation who are now addicted to smoking but now finding 
they are in a world that looks down on smoking.

In the past, there were smoking sections in restaurants and 
cafes, all public places allowed smoking and people could also 
smoke on the subway, on the train and even on aeroplanes. That 
has all changed and now gradually smoking has been banned 
from all public areas. There is no smoking section in any 
restaurants now.

“I feel like a zombie,” said Harry. “All my colleagues are 
annoyed with me because I take too much time with cigarette 
breaks. And then when I finish work I can’t smoke on the subway 
on the way home and I can’t smoke in my favourite pub at the 
weekend. I have to stop or I’ll have no friends left.”



Reading Comprehension

How long has Harry been smoking?

Why can’t Harry stop smoking?

What is the longest period Harry has stopped smoking for?

Why does Harry want to stop smoking?

What happened in Harry’s office related to his smoking habit?

How long does Harry take for a smoke break?

How long does this add up to every day? How long per week?

What is another reason that Harry wants to stop smoking?

Is smoking allowed in public places where Harry lives?

How do Harry’s colleagues feel about it? What about the HR 
manager?

Can Harry smoke on his way to or from work?

How about where he likes to socialise?



Essential Vocabulary

desperately to give up
willpower social stigma

regarded as anti-social
timed/to time to cut down

HR department salary
to be docked shocked
social pariah economic

costs the Earth addicted
to look down on cafes

subway zombie
colleagues annoyed

on the way home pub



Bad Habits

What are bad habits?

As one group, brainstorm all the different bad habits that you 
can think of. Some may be very bad for a person’s health and 
may cause some problems publicly. Others may be bad for the 
individual but not a problem for anyone else.

Get one student to write down all the bad habits on the board 
and say what problems these bad habits can cause for the 
individual. And any problems these bad habits can cause for the 
general public.



Discussion

Do you smoke? Do you want to quit smoking? Why did you 
start?

Do you know anyone that smokes? How is this affecting their 
life?

What are some of the health risks from smoking?

Is smoking banned in public places in your country?

How is smoking regarded in your country? Do only men smoke?
Or women too?

What other bad habits do people indulge in, in your country?

Do you have any bad habits? Are they very unhealthy? Why do 
you do these things?

Is it possible for a person to give up smoking? What steps do 
they need to take?

What is passive smoking? Is this a real thing?

What about people who smoke vapes? Are these safer than 
cigarettes?

Do you agree that smokers are ‘social pariahs’ these days? 
Why?

Will smoking as a habit eventually die out in the world? 
Why/why not?



Writing

You are the marketing department for a health organisation.
You have been asked to design a poster to put up in schools to 

warn children and teenagers not to smoke.

In small groups, design a poster that can give a strong impact 
against smoking and that can be displayed in schools.

When you are ready, show your ideas to the class.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

Bad Habits

This is a group exercise that all the class can do as one. You 
need to find a student willing to write the ideas on the board 
clearly.

You may need to give some input at the beginning to offer 
some suggestions of bad habits. Things like drinking alcohol, 
drugs, gambling and playing computer games could be good ideas
to put to the class.

But ideally, they should come up with ideas on their own.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



An Epidemic of Loneliness

Do you feel lonely sometimes?

Does modern life make us lonely?

Why/why not?



Reading

Simon has chronic loneliness.
He has no friends, apart from one person that he might see 

once every two months or so. He lives far from his family and he 
has no social life.

“I have come to terms with the fact that I am alone and I that I 
hate being alone,” he says. “I suffer from loneliness and I feel like 
it’s killing me.”

Simon is one of millions of people that live every day all alone 
with little to no social contact. Loneliness is a serious problem 
these days and it affects everyone no matter how old they are or 
what kind of person they are.

“At first, I used to think it was because of my job,” says Simon. 
“I am a freelance graphic designer and I work from home. I spend
many hours staring at a computer and doing my design work. In a
normal day, it is quite common for me to not talk to another 
living soul.”

This has affected Simon’s physical health as well as his mental 
well being. He doesn’t eat very well and when he does eat he 
tends to eat unhealthy food. He drinks too much alcohol and he 
drinks alone. These are clear signs of deterioration that he needs 
to address.

A person that has a lot of experience dealing with loneliness is 
Dr Matthew Parks. He has this to say about loneliness in modern 
society.

“Make no mistake that loneliness is a killer. We are creatures of
communication and social engagement. Without regular contact 
with other people, our health begins to suffer terribly.

For people like Simon, he must make the effort to go out and 
meet people. This is not something that can happen overnight. 
He must invest time and be patient, then he will find other like-
minded people and he can build up a social network of his own.



“It’s no use staying at home and feeling sorry for yourself,” said 
Dr Parks. “You cannot expect the world to come knocking on your
door. You have to join in other areas where you can meet 
people.”

Dr Parks advises people to join clubs and meetings in their local 
area. Or to join an evening class.

“These are the kind of places where people meet,” he says. 
“This is where Simon needs to go. For example, if he has an 
interest in learning Japanese. He could attend a Japanese class 
and he might meet one other person that has an interest in 
Japanese language and culture. That is how friendships begin. 
There has to be a common interest.”

What does Simon think of this advice?
“I have tried going to things like this,” he says. “I went to a club 

a few times but everyone else seemed to already know each 
other. I tried to get involved but I felt excluded by the others. So I
stopped going. No one missed me.”



Reading Comprehension

What is Simon’s problem?

Does he have any friends at all?

Is Simon happy do you think? Why/why not?

Is loneliness common according to the article?

What kind of people suffer from loneliness?

What is Simon’s job? Does this affect his life negatively?

How is Simon’s health? What is the problem do you think?

According to Dr Parks, is loneliness dangerous?

What do people need in life according to Dr Parks?

What advice does Dr Parks have for Simon? Go into all the 
details.

What does Simon think of this advice?

Did he try any of this advice?



Essential Vocabulary

chronic loneliness social life
come to terms with suffer

social contact freelance
graphic designer staring at
quite common another living soul
physical health mental well being

tends to clear signs
deterioration to address

modern society make no mistake
a killer creatures

communication social engagement
happen overnight invest

patient like-minded
social network feeling sorry for yourself

knocking on your door common interest
involved excluded



Let’s Meet!

You are trying to organise some meetings and groups in your 
area to help people make friends and socialise.

In small groups, come up with three meeting or group ideas and
say why these would be popular as a means for people to make 
friends.

When you are ready, present your ideas to the class.



Discussion

Do you ever get lonely sometimes? Why?

Do you think many people get lonely in your city or town? 
Why?

How can we help lonely people? Or do they need to help 
themselves?

What do you think loneliness can do to people?

Do we lead lonely lives as we get older?

Is the internet making people more lonely? Why/why not?

Are some cultures more prone to loneliness than others? Why/
why not?

Are intelligent people more lonely than less intelligent people? 
Why/why not?

Is it possible for some people to be happy even though they are
all alone?

Is it a good idea to make friends online?

What is the difference between being alone and being lonely?

Is isolation the same as loneliness?



Writing

You are the writer for an advice column in a magazine. You 
receive the following letter that is published in the magazine. You
have to reply to it with great care and sensitivity. 

Hello,
I don’t know what to do, I am all alone and I have no friends. I 

am very shy and insecure and I sometimes feel very nervous to 
talk to people I don’t know.

But I am very lonely and I know that I need to meet people and 
make friends. I just don’t know how to meet people and I can’t go
to places where there are large crowds.

What can I do?

Write your reply and show your class and teacher.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

Let’s Meet!

Put the students in small groups and let them think of ideas for 
lonely people to meet.

Then let each group present their ideas to the whole class.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Instagram Girls

Is Instagram popular in your country?

What is an influencer? 

Are these influencers happy in their lives?



Reading

Julia is an influencer. This is a person who has an Instagram 
account and promotes goods and services via her Instagram 
pages.

She has over 500,000 followers on her account.
“I am not a big deal on Instagram either,” she says. “There are 

other girls — and guys — that have far more followers than I do.”
So what is a typical day like in the life of an Instagram 

influencer?
“Well, I have to get up very early, around six am most 

mornings,” says Julia. “I check all my incoming messages and 
emails. I reply to messages and maybe add a new message. Then 
I have to deal with any inquiries I might have from clients.”

Clients for Julia include hotels, nice restaurants and some 
clothing labels. She also does work for some cosmetics 
companies too.

“Dealing with clients can be a bit stressful, but as soon as that is
done I have to think about what I am going to shoot that day.”

As an influencer with a lot of followers, Julia has to have fresh 
new pictures on her Instagram account at least five times a week.

“It is exhausting,” she says. “And it costs a lot of money because
I sometimes hire a professional photographer and stylist.”

But there is a dark side to being an Instagram influencer.
“I have recently been diagnosed with having depression,” says 

Julia. “I sometimes find it really hard to get out of bed in the 
morning. I just don’t want to face the world and I certainly don’t 
want to put on a smiling face for Instagram.”

How did this come about? Surely the life of an Instagram girl 
must be very glamorous and exciting.

“It was at the beginning,” says Julia. “But then it became just 
work. I also received some negative comments on some pictures 
and I couldn’t stop thinking about it. I now look at some of my 



pictures and I can see flaws in my appearance and how I look. I 
think about my body all the time.”

So why not stop?
“I can’t,” she says. “This is my business. If I stopped I would 

have to get a regular job and I would not earn anywhere near as 
much money as I make now.”

Julia also mentions other Instagram girls that have depression 
or even anxiety.

“It’s very common, it would appear,” says Julia. “We have a 
private group and we all try to support each other. One girl was 
making a ton of money but was so unhappy. So she stopped. She 
closed her Instagram account and the money stopped almost 
immediately. But she says she is very happy now. I think she 
works in a supermarket.”

That is a very hard choice to make in your life then. Money or 
your happiness?

“I am hoping that things will get better,” says Julia. “I can’t do 
this forever so it’s not like I’ll be doing it when I am in my thirties. 
But sometimes things can be very difficult.”



Reading Comprehension

What is Julia’s job?

What does she have to do in this job?

How many fans does Julia have?

Is she one of the most popular girls on Instagram?

What time does she usually wake up?

What is the first thing she does in the morning?

What kind of clients does Julia have?

How many times does she add new photographs to her 
Instagram page?

Is it expensive? Why?

What health condition does Julia have?

How does it make her feel?

What could be the cause of this condition?

How does Julia view herself?

Why doesn’t Julia leave Instagram?

Who does she talk to about her issues?

What did one girl do on the group?

How does Julia see the future?

When will she stop being an influencer?



Essential Vocabulary

influencer Instagram
account promotes
goods services

via followers
account a big deal

to deal with inquiries
clients cosmetics

stressful to shoot
fresh exhausting

professional photographer
stylist a dark side

diagnosed depression
to face the world put on a smiling face

glamorous negative
flaws appearance

a regular job earn
anywhere near anxiety

common a ton of money



A Brand New App

You are part of a team that is trying to create a new social 
media app.

You have to describe what your app does and how it can 
compete successfully in the modern market.

In small groups try to think of FIVE things that your app can do 
to help it compete successfully.

When you are ready, present your ideas to the class.



Discussion

What should Julia do?

Why does Julia have depression do you think? What is the root 
cause of it?

Do you look at Instagram? What do you think of this app?

Is Instagram popular in your country? Why/why not?

What do you think Instagram influencers do? Describe a day in 
their life.

Would you like to do this for a living? Why/why not?

What are the rewards for being an Instagram influencer?

What are the risks?

Are we becoming too vain in modern society? Why is this 
happening?

Do you take selfies? Why do you do this? If not, why not?

What do you think the next big app could be after Instagram?

Are people getting tired of social media? Why/why not?



Writing

Imagine you are a very well-known Instagram influencer.
You are writing an email to a very expensive hotel to offer your 

services. You must try to convince them to hire you as you could 
advertise the hotel to all your followers.

What could you write?
How could you sell your services in one email?



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

A Brand New App

Let the students get into groups of 4 or 5 students and then 
allow them time to think of ideas.

Go round the room to observe.
Then one by one each group should present their ideas to the 

class.
You could vote for the best idea for a brand new app.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Utopian Society

What is a utopian society?

Is a utopian society possible?

Is your society utopian? Why/why not?



Reading

Many people are giving up on the modern world and wanting to
go ‘off-grid’.

What does this mean?
“Allow me to explain,” says Dr Gustav Obermann. “As people, 

we need to be part of a society where we know all the other 
people in our group and where we feel safe. The modern world 
can no longer provide these needs for us. We have all the 
modern technology we think we need, and we live in these huge 
impersonal cities where we know no one. It is no way for any 
person to live.”

Dr Obermann is the mastermind behind A New World. This is a 
place where people give up living in the city and their jobs, they 
cancel all their social media memberships and throw away their 
smartphones and computers. Then they live on the farm that Dr 
Obermann began twenty years ago.

“We have in our community many people with invaluable 
skills,” he says. “Such as farmers, engineers, people who 
understand how to generate energy from the sun’s rays or the 
wind. We have a place here where we are totally self-sufficient. 
And the people — they are happy.”

One look around the farm and it is obvious that the residents 
are living a contented life. Everyone is smiling, everyone seems to
know each other and no one seems to be in a hurry to do 
anything.

“That is the problem with the modern world,” says Dr 
Obermann. “We live in huge overpriced cities, we have jobs that 
just create much stress in our lives and we are never able to 
completely rest. We are always at work. Even when we go home, 
we are expected to be on call 24-hours a day.”

The farm that Dr Obermann started has fields around it. They 
are full of produce and there are people in the fields tending to 



the crops and ensuring that everything is looked after.
And there are no animals on the farm. There are some dogs and

cats, one man has a parrot. But these are considered pets and 
part of the community.

“We are not meat-eaters here,” said Dr Obermann. “This has 
nothing to do with animal rights — although many of us feel 
strongly about that — but more to do with pure economics. It 
costs a lot of resources to feed cattle or pigs. And for what? The 
meat they produce only lasts a short time. But growing 
vegetables and other crops takes much less consideration. It is far
better to eat like this from an economic point of view.”

There are many children on the farm and they are educated by 
some of the adults.

“The children do not attend normal school,” says Dr Obermann.
“What would they learn anyway? How to live in a world that 
would only make them unhappy. No, we don’t allow that. We 
teach the children basic skills like reading and writing and of 
course maths. Then when they are older they learn useful skills 
like farming and cooking, repairing things using your hands.”

And no computer skills for the children?
“No,” says Dr Obermann. “All computers are banned here. And 

we have no internet.”



Reading Comprehension

How does Dr Obermann explain society at the beginning of the 
article?

What does the modern world lack according to Dr Obermann?

What organisation does Dr Obermann run?

What do people do in this place?

How long has it been in operation?

What is Dr Obermann’s impression of modern cities?

Try to describe the farm.

What is Dr Obermann’s reasons for not eating meat?

Who teaches the children?

What do the children learn?

Are there any computers on the farm?



Essential Vocabulary

off-grid society
modern technology huge

impersonal mastermind
social media memberships
community Invaluable

skills generate
energy sun’s rays

self-sufficient obvious
residents contented

overpriced stress
on call produce

tending crops
ensuring parrot

meat-eaters animal rights
pure economics resources

cattle consideration
economic banned



So Much To Do!!

As one class brainstorm all the things that need to be done on 
Dr Obermann’s farm A New World.

Get one student to write all the things on the board.
Don’t stop until you are sure you have covered all the tasks that

need to be done.



Discussion

What do you think of Dr Obermann’s A New World?

Is this kind of place sustainable?

Do you think a utopian society is possible in the modern world?

Would you like to live off-grid? Why/why not?

What kind of people choose to do this? What are their reasons 
for doing this?

Are the skills that people teach the children enough?

What is missing in A New World?

Are computers absolutely necessary in our lives today? What 
about smartphones?

Is this kind of farm legal in your country? Why/why not?

Is Dr Obermann very intelligent? Or completely insane? Or 
both? Explain your reasons.

What kind of people live like this in the world today? Think of 
very traditional people. Are they happy do you think?

What is wrong with modern society? How can we improve it?



Writing

You have joined Dr Obermann’s A New World.
You are very happy there and you want to write a letter to your 

family to tell them all about it.
Write a letter and explain all the great things about living on the

farm. Write about what you do in the day and how you spend 
your evenings.

Try to convince your family to join you.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

So Much To Do!!

This is a simple brainstorming exercise that involves all the 
class. You should just observe but you may need to generate 
some ideas at the beginning.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Cashless Society

What is a cashless society?

Are there apps to help you pay for things in your country?
Tell the class about these apps.



Reading

Mark rarely uses real money.
“I can’t remember the last time I paid for anything with cash,” 

he says. “It just seems pointless carrying it around.”
Mark uses an app called EasyPay.
“Everyone I know uses it,” he says. “And they make it so 

convenient. For example, this morning I had to put some gas in 
my car and I used EasyPay to pay for it. Then I had lunch with my 
co-workers at work, we all used our EasyPay accounts to pay for 
lunch. And the restaurant lets you pay one by one. They make it 
all so easy.”

Everyone in Mark’s social circle uses EasyPay to pay for 
anything and everything. Every supermarket, every store accepts 
it. All the cafes and restaurants use it.

“It would be foolish for a business to not accept it,” says Mark. 
“They would lose so much business if they didn’t.”

But not everyone sees it that way.
One such person is Robert. He lives in the same city as Mark but

refuses to use EasyPay. Or any app that allows him to make 
payments.

“I am very suspicious of these apps,” he says. “Every time 
anyone uses one of these apps, they can follow you. They know 
where you are, what products you buy and what kind of food you
like to eat. They know too much about us and I don’t think it’s 
good.”

This makes Robert’s life a little complicated.
“You would be amazed how many companies and shops and 

other organisations refuse to accept cash nowadays,” he says. “I 
got in a taxi the other day and tried to pay with some real money 
and the driver looked at it like it was the first time he had ever 
seen cash.”

Mark finds Robert’s attitude to EasyPay incredible.



“Why not just use it?” he says. “Sure, they track everything we 
use it for, but so do all these other apps. People use search 
engines every day. Do they think that these organisations do not 
use that information? Of course, they do!”

For people like Mark, he just thinks that a convenient life is a 
better life.

“I don’t have to think about whether I have paid the right 
amount or not,” he says. “I just wave the QR code to the shop 
assistant or waiter and that’s it. The app takes care of it all for 
me. My company is even going to introduce paying our salaries 
into the app starting next year. That would make everything so 
much better for all of us.”

When Robert hears of this, he is horrified.
“What a stupid thing to allow!” he cries. “That means the app 

now knows where you work and how much you get paid every 
month. They will now connect all the information from where 
Mark works to the places where he spends money. I can’t believe 
he would allow such a thing.”

But for most people, they enjoy the simplicity of it. And there 
are some safety issues in that people are no longer walking 
around with large amounts of cash in their wallets or purses.

That said, all that data can be collected and used to advertise 
products to people. How long before they know about everything
we buy?



Reading Comprehension

What does Mark use to pay for things?

Is this payment system popular?

Do many places accept this payment system? Give some 
examples from the article.

According to Mark, why should a business use this payment 
system?

Who in the article does not use this payment system? Why not?

Whose life is more convenient? Mark or Robert?

What is Mark’s company going to do?

What does Robert think of this? Why?

According to the article, what is a negative thing about carrying 
money around?

According to the article, what do these companies do with our 
information?



Essential Vocabulary

cash pointless
app convenient
gas co-workers

accounts social circle
cafes foolish

business refuses
payments suspicious
products complicated
amazed organisations

nowadays attitude
incredible track

search engines QR code
waiter salaries

horrified simplicity￼
large amounts of cash wallets

data advertise



Money or Your Life!

This is a role-play. There are two characters in this exercise.

Character 1: You only use EasyPay. You think it is convenient 
and easy to use. You see no problem with using it.

Character 2: You only use cash. You refuse to use anything else. 
You think there are security issues with EasyPay.

In the role-play, create a dialogue that lasts for two minutes.

You need to use the following words in your role-play:

• Convenient

• Suspicious

• Ease-of-use

• Data tracking

• Insecure

• Old-fashioned



Discussion

Who do you agree more with in the article? Mark or Robert?

Do you think that cash could become redundant? How would 
we pay for things?

Is there any need for cash at all?

What are the dangers of using an online payment system?

Is a cashless society safer for all of us? Why?

What kind of people or businesses cannot accept payment by 
app?

Would a cashless society deter thieves?

Is a cashless society good for all classes of people? Is there 
anyone that a cashless society would not benefit?

When we use cash are we more careful about how much we 
spend?

Are there any ways thieves could trick us using an online 
payment system? How?

Would you agree to be paid and pay for everything using a 
payment app? Why/why not?

What would happen to beggars and homeless people without 
cash?



Writing

Write to EasyPay and demand to know what information they 
store on you when you use their payment app.

You should word your email very strongly to make sure you get 
a reply.

Try to give examples of online companies using private data 
from the user.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

Money or Your Life!

Put the students in pairs. Let them work together for a few 
minutes to create their role-play then make them show the class 
one-by-one.

Each group must use ALL the list of words and must speak for 
TWO minutes.

You could award points as necessary to each group.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Guns

What do you think of guns?

Are guns legal in your country?

Should all guns be banned?



Reading

Cody owns several guns.
“I have six in total,” he says. “All of them licensed to me. And I 

have a firearms expert certificate too.”
He lives in a country where many people own guns.
“All my family have guns of their own. My father has more guns

than I do. My brother owns guns. Even my wife. But not my kids.”
He smiles. But then adopts a serious tone.
“But quite frankly, I believe it is my right to own a firearm. I 

believe it is my right to protect my family any way that I can.”
What does he mean by this?
“I mean, that if someone is trying to break into my house and 

there’s just me, my wife and our two children, then it is my civic 
duty as a husband and father — as a man — to take care of 
business.”

Take care of business?
“If someone tries to break into our house, I will shoot them.”
Cody nods his head.
“I have to tell you, where we are, we are miles from anywhere. 

We are quite literally in the middle of nowhere. If an intruder 
came in here, sure, I could call the police, but they would not be 
able to get here for at least half an hour.”

He glances over to the living room where his two daughters are 
watching cartoons on the TV.

“Anything could happen in that time. And I am not prepared to 
take that risk.”

But some people disagree very strongly with Cody. Some 
groups want to ban all guns.

“They can protest all they want,” says Cody. “That will not deter
me. Most of these people live in very safe neighbourhoods in rich
cities. No crime there and no danger.”

Has Cody ever used a gun before?



“Oh yes, I have used a gun many times. Me and my father and 
my brother go deer hunting every year. We shoot ducks too.”

Only on animals?
“Depends on what you mean by animals.” He laughs. “No, so 

far only on animals. But that doesn’t mean I would not shoot a 
person. My father had to before.”

What happened to your father?
“He heard a noise in his garage, so he went down to check it 

out. He opened the door and saw two car thieves trying to jack 
his car. So he shot one of them in the leg. The other one ran off 
like he was running in the Olympics.”

Did the police say anything to your father?
“The police round here all know that if people need to use a 

weapon to protect their home and their family, they will do 
exactly that.”

So no punishment for your father?
“No. But the guy he shot went to the hospital. That was one 

tough lesson he learned that day.”
Do you think the law will ever change about guns?
“I personally do not think so. And even if it did, I would still 

keep a couple around. I need them.”



Reading Comprehension

How many guns does Cody have?

What licenses and certificates does he have?

Who else that Cody knows owns a gun?

Why does Cody insist on owning guns?

What would he do if someone broke into his house?

Is Cody far from the police? How do you know?

Who disagrees with Cody? What does he say about them and 
their lifestyle?

Has he ever shot a gun before? Give details.

Who in his family has used a gun on a person before? What 
were the reasons for doing so?

What did the police do about it?

What happened to the man that was shot?



Essential Vocabulary

licensed firearms
expert certificate
adopts a serious tone

quite frankly my right
break into my house civic duty
take care of business miles from anywhere

quite literally in the middle of nowhere
intruder glances

living room cartoons
risk ban

protest deter
neighbourhoods deer hunting

garage check it out
car thieves to jack
Olympics weapon
protect punishment

tough lesson the law



Guns vs No Guns

This is a debate exercise. Split the class equally into two teams. 
Choose one student to be adjudicator — this person will ensure 
there is order during the debate.

Team 1 — You think all guns should be banned. There is too 
much gun violence and innocent people are losing their lives. 
There are also school shootings. Enough is enough and all guns 
must be banned!

Team 2 — You think that it is your right to carry and own a gun.
You need to protect your family and your home. There are too 
many criminals on the street and the police cannot be with you 
and your loved ones at all times, so you have to be there for 
them. Owning a gun is your human right!



Discussion

What do you think of Cody’s views on guns? Is he right or 
wrong?

Why do you think he has six guns? What use are they all to 
him?

What does he mean when he says ‘take care of business’?

What does he mean when he says ‘depends what you mean by 
animals’?

Would you like to own a gun? Why/why not?

Do you think guns are more necessary in some countries than 
others?

Do you think it is a man’s duty to look after his family and 
protect them from harm?

Do you think more guns means more violence in society? 
Explain your opinions on this.

Should all police be allowed to carry guns?

Have you heard of school shootings in America? What are your 
thoughts on this?

If we ban guns, people will just carry knives. Do you agree with 
this statement?

Is gun violence in America out of control? What can be done 
about it?



Writing

Write a poem about gun violence. Your poem should have a 
strong message and have at least three verses. When you are 
finished read it out in front of the class.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

Guns vs No Guns

Split the class into two equally-numbered teams. Try to make 
them balanced, so you have vocal students in both teams.

Elect an adjudicator and then stand back and observe!

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Scams

What is a scam?

Do you know of any scams in your country?

How to avoid scams?



Reading

Derek is talking about his visit to a very famous city in Asia.
“I can’t say where it is in case I get into some trouble,” he says. 

“But it was in this city that I encountered the worst scam of my 
life.”

What on earth happened?
Derek looks a little sheepish and shakes his head.
“It’s so embarrassing,” he says. “But I suppose I should tell you 

to warn others.”
He takes a deep breath and begins.
“I was walking along the main shopping street of the city. It is 

very well-known and there are literally hundreds of people on the
street. It’s a very interesting place actually.”

And then?
“So I was walking along the street and there were all these 

people selling things,” he says. “They have small toys and 
souvenirs in their hands and they come up to you offering them 
for sale.

I wasn’t interested in any of their things. It all looked like cheap 
rubbish to me.”

The scam, Derek, get to the point.
“Yeah, so I was walking along and then I was approached by 

these two very beautiful girls. They asked me where I was from 
and what my name was. They were really friendly.

I am not used to such attention so I continued talking to them.
Then one of them asked if I wanted to join them for coffee. 

They both seemed so nice. Plus they were both very pretty so I 
said yes.”

Derek runs a hand through his hair.
“I should have known something was wrong when we went to 

the coffee shop,” he says. “It wasn’t a very nice place. Kind of 
dirty and cheap-looking.



But we sat down and this guy brought over three cups of 
coffee. It was terrible coffee too!

We drank the coffee, talked for a while then the girls said they 
had to go. They got up and left. I went to the counter and asked 
for the check. It was very expensive! In American money over 
$200!”

That is crazy. What did you do?
“I argued with the guy and he just shook his head. So I went to 

leave. Then this other guy appeared out of nowhere. He could 
speak English and kept on saying ‘police, police’. I didn’t want any
trouble so I paid by credit card. Each cup of coffee cost nearly 
$70!”

What did you do?
“I left the shop. And then I called my friend. He told me I had 

just been scammed. He said it is a very popular trick on this 
street. I felt so stupid.”

Did you call the police?
“My friend said it would be a waste of time,” says Derek. “It 

happens so often that the police can’t do anything about it. Or 
won’t.”

So a valuable lesson learned then, Derek?
“Oh for sure,” he says. “But I count myself lucky. I heard about 

one guy who fell for the same trick and was cheated out of five 
grand! Can you imagine paying that for a cup of joe?”



Reading Comprehension

Where does Derek’s story take place?

Why is he reluctant to say the name of the city?

How does Derek feel as he begins to tell the story?

What kind of people did Derek meet on the famous shopping 
street?

Who are the two people that start talking to Derek? Why does 
he like talking to them?

Where did one of them invite Derek?

Describe the coffee shop.

What did Derek think of the coffee?

What did the two girls do after they drank the coffee?

What happened when Derek asked for the check? How much 
was it?

How did Derek react?

What did he do in the end?

What did Derek’s friend say about it?

Why does Derek say he feels lucky at the end of the story?



Essential Vocabulary

Asia encountered
scam what on earth happened?

sheepish shakes his head
embarrassing to warn others

takes a deep breath very well-known
literally actually

souvenirs cheap rubbish
get to the point approached
I am not used to attention
cheap-looking counter

argued shook his head
appeared out of nowhere credit card

trick a waste of time
a valuable lesson count myself lucky

grand cup of joe



The Perfect Trick

Get into small groups of three or four students. You are going 
to devise the perfect scam as a team. Every one of your group will
play a part and trick a person into handing over a large amount of
money.

Create a plan and write down each step.
Then make a presentation in front of the class.



Discussion

What do you think of Derek’s story?

Why doesn’t Derek say the name of the city do you think? What
is he concerned about?

Why is Derek so embarrassed?

Do you think Derek is stupid?

Derek talks about calling the police. Why does he use the 
phrase ‘Or won’t’? What does he mean by this do you think?

Are police involved in some popular scams do you think?

Do you know of any scams in your city? Talk about it in the 
class.

Do you know of any online scams? What are they?

What is an email scam? How does it work?

Who falls for scams more often — men or women? Why do you
think this?

What kind of people think of these scams? Why do they do it?

What kind of people fall for these scams? Why do they fall for 
it?



Writing

Imagine you are Derek. You want to write a warning on Trip 
Advisor. This is a very popular website to help people choose 
good hotels and give recommendations.

But people can also give warnings about tricks and scams.
As Derek, write a warning message to outline clearly the coffee 

shop scam.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

The Perfect Trick

Put the students into groups of three or four. Explain what they
have to do. You may need to go around from group to group to 
offer advice and make some suggestions. But for the most part, 
you should just observe.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



In Search for the Perfect Body

Are gyms popular in your country?

Why do some people obsess about their body?

Is this healthy or unhealthy?



Reading

James trains his body every single day. He makes sure he is in 
peak condition.

“I go to the gym every single day,” he says. “I just think if I miss 
a day then I will lose all the hard work I have put into it.”

And indeed, James does look good. As we make our way to his 
gym, he gets many admiring glances from young women.

“I like the attention I get so that motivates me to work out 
more,” he says.

James doesn’t only lift weights as part of his routine.
“I make sure I eat properly too. I measure all the calories I eat 

every day. I weigh the food I prepare every day to make sure I am
not eating too much.”

What does his diet consist of?
“Lots of protein in the form of fish and beef, and I am very 

careful about what vegetables I eat. I only eat five portions of 
fruit a day and I make sure I weigh every single piece. Fruit has a 
lot of sugar in it.”

So no snacking on potato chips in front of the TV then? No 
chocolate cake after dinner?

James looks horrified.
“Oh no!” he says. “I never eat any of that stuff. That is just 

really bad for me.”
James leans a little closer. 
“In fact, sometimes I don’t eat at all.”
No food at all? What does he mean?
“I do this special diet where I don’t eat for one whole day. I do 

this about twice a week.”
But surely that is very unhealthy?
“I don’t think so,” says James. “And when I go a whole day 

without eating, I get really ripped.”
James smiles proudly.



What other things does he do to look good?
He looks a little embarrassed.
“I’ve actually had some cosmetic surgery done,” he says. “I’ve 

had lip fillers and I had my nose done. It had a really weird bump 
in the middle of it before. But now it looks great.”

Isn’t this a bit extreme?
“Not at all,” says James. “Many people have surgery these days.

It’s important to look good.”
But it must be very difficult to have a social life if you are so 

worried about what you eat every day.
“I never go to bars or nightclubs,” he says. “And I don’t go to 

restaurants. I can’t be sure what the ingredients are in the food 
they cook. Plus I can’t weight the portions.”

So does he have any friends?
“Oh yeah,” he says. “I have lots of friends. But they all go to the 

gym. That’s where we hang out.”
As he says this we arrive at the gym entrance. Another young 

man accompanied by a striking-looking young woman wave at 
James.

“These are my friends now,” says James. And off he goes into 
the gym.

The young man looks eerily just like James. And the woman 
looks like she could be related to both of them.

In fact, they all look identical.



Reading Comprehension

How often does James go to the gym?

Is James good-looking?

What is the thing that drives James to go to the gym?

What else does he do to take care of his body?

Describe James’ eating habits.

What kind of food does James avoid?

What is something a little strange about James’ diet?

Why does James’ do this?

What extra things does James do to look good? Describe what 
he has had done.

Does James have a social life? What places does he avoid?

Where does James meet most of his friends?

Who joins James at the gym at the end of the article?



Essential Vocabulary

trains in peak condition
admiring glances attention

motivates work out
lift weights routine

measure calories
diet consist of

protein portions
snacking potato chips
horrified stuff
ripped embarrassed

cosmetic surgery lip fillers
bump extreme

social life bars
nightclubs ingredients
hang out accompanied

striking-looking wave
eerily identical



The Worst Gym in the World!!

You are the marketing department for the worst gym in the 
world!

And you have been asked to write a press release to introduce 
your new gym classes and trainers.

The emphasis is on being funny so go crazy!

Here are some examples to get you started:

Meet our new gym trainers! First, there is George. He weighs 
110kg and his favourite food is fried chicken and ice-cream. He is 
willing to take on all the new students.

Then there is Carol. She only smokes two packs of cigarettes a 
day and usually gets up around midday, so she can only have 
afternoon classes.

Finally, we have Bob whose favourite hobby is lying on the sofa 
and watching TV.

We have some fantastic new running machines. These are a 
new design that only go as fast as 2 kph plus we have fitted a 
chair on top so you can sit down and have a good rest.

Don’t forget to use our new weights. None of them are heavier 
than 5kg. So you cannot strain yourself.

Our drinks bar has coca-cola, ice-cream and free chocolate bars 
to all our members!

Now you try. Remember, try to make it as funny as you can!



Discussion

What do you think of James’ lifestyle?

Is his diet healthy or too extreme?

Describe the cosmetic surgery he has had done. What do you 
think about this?

Why do James’ and his two friends look identical, do you think?

Do you go to the gym? Do you go just for general fitness or to 
change the way your body looks?

Do you eat healthily? Or do you obsess over every single 
calorie?

What is a healthy amount of exercise every week? What is an 
unhealthy amount of exercise?

Do you ever have days where you just eat what you want? Is 
this acceptable or unacceptable?

Does advertising make us think negatively about our bodies? 
How?

Do you feel intimidated when you go to the gym? Why/why 
not?

How did your parents look after their bodies and health when 
they were younger? How about your grandparents? Are they 
healthy?

Many people buy a gym membership in the New Year then quit 
after one month. Why do they do this?



Writing

You are James’ best friend. You have known each other since 
school. James was always a fitness fan and always enjoyed sport 
and being active.

But you now believe that James is going too far with his gym 
obsession. You also think his diet is too extreme and the cosmetic
surgery is totally unnecessary.

Write a letter to James, telling him your feelings and remind of 
how you both used to be at school. There were times when you 
both enjoyed sport but you also enjoyed food and didn’t care 
that much about how you looked.

Tell James that you want him to think about changing his 
lifestyle and enjoying life more.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

The Worst Gym in the World!!

Put the students into groups and let them go wild with this 
exercise. There should be a strong emphasis on fun and humour 
in this exercise.

At the end, you can get each group to introduce all their ideas 
in front of the class.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Unusual Pets

What kind of unusual pets do people have in your country?

Do you have any unusual pets?

Why do people keep these kind of pets?



Reading

Clive has many pets and some people would argue that his pets 
are very unusual. Or even dangerous.

“They’re not dangerous,” says Clive. “It’s just that people are 
ignorant about these animals. I think they’re beautiful.”

Clive lives in a modest two-bedroom house. But he doesn’t 
sleep in either of the bedrooms.

“I sleep on the sofa in the living room,” he says. “The bedrooms
are for my animals.”

He has converted his house to accommodate all of his 
menagerie. Clive has nine animals in total. He introduces them all
one by one.

“Well, first there’s the Indian python. She sleeps in the first 
bedroom. And there are two monitor lizards who stay in the 
same room. I’ve put some special heat lamps in there because 
they need to feel warm.

Then in the other bedroom, I have four Venezuelan tarantulas. 
They are full-size so I have to keep them in special tanks. I have 
two tanks because two of the spiders are female and they tend to
fight the male ones.

Then I have Billy the rat.”
On cue, a large black rat pokes his head above Clive’s shoulder. 

He sniffs the air and then disappears behind Clive’s head.
“And over there we have Doris the African parrot.”
And Doris screeches loudly then says hello just like a human 

being.
“It’s not that many,” says Clive. “I’m a member of an exotic pet 

owners group on Facebook and one guy has over thirty animals in
his house. He even has a small tiger.”

It must be a full-time job looking after all these animals though.
“Not really,” says Clive. “The snake only eats once a week. And 

the two lizards don’t eat every day. The spiders eat some fruit. I 



give Doris some corn to munch on and Billy eats dinner with me.”
He eats the same dinner as you?
“Yes. Rats are actually very clean creatures. All those stories 

about rats being dirty is just a myth.”
Clive has a job and works at the local post-office sorting letters. 

He usually has to leave his house very early in the morning. 
“I can’t wait to get home after work,” he says. “I want to get 

home and say hello to all my family.”
But what if they escape?
“Oh that happened before,” says Clive with a serious tone. “The

python got out of her tank. She came downstairs and found Billy’s
brother.”

That must have terrified the poor little rat?
“She ate him,” says Clive. “That’s the law of the jungle.”
How terrible! But how do you invite friends to your home with 

all these animals?
“Very few people come to visit,” says Clive. “People don’t really

understand animals. And to be honest I don’t really understand 
people.”

So, no girlfriend in Clive’s life?
“Oh no,” he says. “I’m single. I did invite a young woman here 

ages ago. She took one look around and ran out. I never heard 
from her again.”



Reading Comprehension

What kind of house does Clive live in?

Where does he sleep? Why?

How many animals does Clive have in his home? What are 
they?

What special equipment did Clive buy to look after his pets?

Which pet stays on Clive’s shoulder?

Is Clive a member of any special clubs or organisations?

How many pets does another person have that Clive knows? 
What is the strangest animal he has?

What are the animals eating habits?

Who eats with Clive?

Does Clive think rats are clean?

Where does Clive work?

Have any of the animals escaped? What happened?

Does Clive have any visitors to his home? What happened with 
a previous visitor?



Essential Vocabulary

argue unusual
ignorant modest

two-bedroom house converted
accommodate menagerie

python monitor lizards
heat lamps Venezuelan
tarantulas full-size

tanks On cue
pokes his head shoulder

sniffs disappears
parrot screeches loudly

human being exotic
full-time job munch

creatures myth
sorting escape

a serious tone terrified
the law of the jungle ran out



What Kind of Pet is This?

This is a class activity. Look at the pictures below.

As a class, discuss the good things and bad things about keeping
each of the pets on the list.

• A python

• A parrot

• A cat

• Six tarantulas

• A horse

• A dog

• A pond of koi carp

• A ferret

• Some rats



Discussion

What do you think about Clive’s life and his pets?

Would you like to have an exotic pet? What kind of pet would 
you like to keep?

Should people be allowed to keep whatever pets they want in 
their homes?

Certain animals are endangered and need to be looked after by 
professionals. Agree or disagree? Why/why not?

Do neighbours have the right to expect a safe environment? 
Could they complain about their neighbour keeping dangerous 
animals?

Are there certain pets we associate with certain people? Look 
around the room and guess what kind of pets each student would
have.

What is the purpose of a pet? Companionship or something 
else? Discuss.

Should poisonous or dangerous pets be banned? What if the 
owner had a certificate to prove they can take care of such 
animals?

Some animals are not domesticated. Do these animals belong 
in a zoo?

One of the reasons people keep pets is to play with them and 
pet them. You can’t do this with a spider or a snake. Or can you? 
What kind of pet is a snake or spider?

Do you think all dog owners should live in the countryside? 



Surely a dog would be more comfortable surrounded by fields?

What is your ideal pet? Why? Give reasons for your choice.



My Family

You are Clive. You have been asked by the local newspaper to 
write about your pets and your life with them. Remember, you 
love all of these animals dearly and you hold them all in high 
regard.

Write an article that outlines your life living with all these 
beautiful, exotic creatures and how they make your life complete.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

What Kind of Pet is This?

Go though all the pictures of animals one by one and make a 
simple chart on the board — good things & bad things. Then get 
the students to call out what the good things are about each 
animal followed by the bad things.

Finally, decide which pet would be the best.
This could lead to some disagreement — but that makes for 

more discussion!

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Unwanted Pregnancy

What is the law on abortion in your country?

Do you know anyone who has had an abortion?

What do you think about it?



Reading

Marcie is 24-years-old. She had an abortion earlier in her life.
How did this happen and why did she go through with it?
“I live in a country where sex education is not really taught in 

schools,” she says. “We have biology classes and we kind of 
understand about the birds and the bees. But in terms of sex 
between two adults, we know very little.”

Marcie had her abortion when she was nineteen.
“I had just started university and I met this boy who I fell in love

with,” she explains. “We didn’t know what we were doing, 
although I think he knew a lot more than I did. We spent the 
night together and I was so naive, I just thought that babies only 
happen when people are married.”

So what happened?
“I started to have morning sickness and I spoke to a woman at 

my university, a teacher, and she said I should go to see a 
doctor.”

Marcie takes a deep breath and continues.
“The doctor took a urine and blood sample and a few days later

I received a phone call telling me I was pregnant. I was so 
shocked. I walked around in a daze all day.”

Because of Marcie’s very traditional culture, she could not turn 
to her mother for help. And she certainly could not tell her 
father.

“I spoke to the teacher again,” she continues. “She told me that
I could have a termination. I had no idea what this meant so she 
had to explain it to me. I asked her about it and when she 
described it I was horrified.”

But Marcie did go through the ordeal. And all alone.
“I told the boy about it, but he refused to believe me. He said 

that he was too young to be a father and he had to concentrate 
on his studies. I said I should be doing exactly the same thing. He 



was so irresponsible.”
In the end, she had to borrow money from a loan shark to pay 

for the termination.
“And the hospital where I had it done was so awful. It was a 

very low-level place and I don’t think the hygiene standards were 
very high at all.”

The entire procedure took less than one day.
“The nurse said because I had only paid for the basic service, I 

could not stay the night. I had the operation, they gave me some 
painkillers and then told me to go home and rest. I got on the bus
on my way back to my university dormitory and cried all the 
way.”

Did she say anything to the boy later?
“No. What would be the point? And besides, I just wanted to 

forget the whole ordeal. He found another girlfriend. I did think 
about advising her about him, but I just wanted to remove myself
from him completely.”

Since then Marcie has found a new boyfriend and someone a 
lot more mature.

She smiles as she talks about him.
“We sleep together, but he always uses protection. We are very

careful.”



Reading Comprehension

Is there sex education in Marcie’s school?

What did Marcie study at school in terms of sex?

How old was she when she had the termination?

What was she doing at this time of her life?

Describe the time that she met the first boy.

What was the first indication that Marcie knew something was 
wrong?

Who advised her/

What did she do next?

Did she talk to anyone about it?

Did the boy help her? Why/why not?

How did she pay for the hospital?

Was the hospital good quality?

How long was Marcie in hospital?

What did she do after?

Did she say anything to the boy? Why/why not?

Does Marcie have a new boyfriend? How is he different from 
the first one?



Essential Vocabulary

abortion sex education
biology the birds and the bees
naive morning sickness

takes a deep breath urine
blood sample pregnant

shocked in a daze
traditional culture turn to

termination no idea
explain described

horrified ordeal
refused concentrate

irresponsible borrow
loan shark awful
low-level hygiene standards

entire procedure basic service
operation painkillers
dormitory ordeal
advising mature

sleep together protection



The Birds and The Bees

You have been asked to teach some school students about safe 
sex.

You must be very responsible while at the same time 
educational.

In a small group, do a presentation about safe sex. Advise the 
boys what they need to do to be careful. And give advice to the 
girls too to make sure they do not get into trouble.



Discussion

What do you think of Marcie’s story?

Do these kinds of stories happen in your country? What do you 
think about this?

What is your opinion of the first boy in the story?

Could Marcie say something to her parents? Why/why not?

Is there sex education in your country?

Who should teach sex education classes? Should it be a 
teacher, a nurse or a parent?

At what age should they teach sex education classes? 

What is safe sex? Talk about this in class.

In some countries, terminating a child’s birth is illegal. What do 
you think of this?

How was sex regarded in your parents’ generation? Is it very 
different from your generation?

What is a one-night-stand? What do you think about this?

Who wants to have one-night-stands most of the time? Male or
female? Why do you think this?



Writing

You are Marcie. You have decided to write an anonymous letter
to the girlfriend of the first boy in the story. You want to advise 
her about the boy and what kind of character he is.

You must be polite in your letter to her while at the same time 
giving her a stern warning about the boy.



Teacher’s Notes

Introduction

Get students to read out all the questions, one-by-one, then 
discuss in the class together.

Reading

This could be done as a reading assignment before class or in 
the class with several students taking it in turns to read.

Check for pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

This could be done as homework or in class.
Go through all the questions, getting a different student to read

out a question each time. Then elicit answers from the class.

Essential Vocabulary

This could be done as homework or in class.
If you do this in class, it is a good opportunity to help the 

students learn how to use a dictionary effectively.
It would be better if the students each had their own 

vocabulary notebook to write down new words learned from the 
reading exercise.

Get the students to write down the word and the meaning in 
English. Try to make them avoid using a translation app as this 
will just slow them down.

For making their own sentences, you could give them some 
time and go around the class assisting where necessary.

Once all the students are ready, you can get them to read out 
their sentences in class.

Check for the correct use of the vocabulary and sentence 



structure.

The Birds and The Bees

This could either be a very good exercise, with a healthy dose of
humour, or it could completely fail. It really depends on the kind 
of students you have. So I will leave that to your discretion.

Discussion

Get students to read out each question in class. Then discuss 
with all the class.

Encourage and push for responses where necessary.

Writing

Do this as a homework assignment.
You could mark all the writing assignments privately or ask the 

students to read out loud in class, depending on the students’ 
levels of confidence and their culture.



Thanks for reading! I hope these talking points were useful
for your classes!

You can always visit my website for more ESL information –
www.manwrites.com

Or even better, join my mailing list and I will send you
information now and then. Join here!

http://www.manwrites.com/
http://eepurl.com/gusS6X
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